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II, S_MARY
A aircraft des_.gn has beentilt-proprotor proof-of-concept study
conducted under NASA Contract NAS2-5386. The results are ore -
sented in this report. The objective of the contract is to
I advance the state of proprotor technology through design studiesnd full-scale wind-tunnel tests. The specific objective of
Task I, which is now complete, is to conduct preliminary design
J studies to define a minimum-size tilt-proprotor research a_rcraftthat can perform proof-of-concept flight research. The studies,
which wexe based on prior work done under Bell [_licopter Company
Independent Re_earch and Development include aircraft-layouts,
J weight estimations, performance calculations and dynamic analyses.
The aircraft that results from these studies (Figare I-l),
! ' designated the Bell Model 300, is a twin-engine, high-wing air-
J craft with 25-foot, three-bladed tilt proproters mounted on
pylons at the wingtips. Each pylon houses a Pratt and Whitney
- PT6C-40 engine with a takeoff rating of 1150 horsepower. E_pty
',... weight is estimated at 6876 pounds. The normal gross weight is
l:_r_'._ 9500 pounds, and the _maximum gross weight is 12.400 pounds.
_. The maximum level-flight speed of the Model 300 is 312 knots at
"i"[_ 15,000 feet. The a_rcraft can hover out of ground effect at
6,400 feet and 95°F at the normal gross weight. The 4000 foot,
95°F hovering ceiling occurs at a weight of 10.300 pounds. ItB
suitability for flight research and simulated civil and military
missions is analyzed and found to be more than adequate to
demonstrate proof of the concept.
Performance, weight and .dynamie analyses of the Model 300 are
based on the layout drawings in Section X. The results are
substantiated statistieally and by model-test data obtained
from previous Bell IR&D programs. Drag estimates are based on
one-fifth-scale model wind-tunnel tests. The method of esti-
mating proprotor performance is correlated with NASA tests of a
13-foot-diameter proprotor. The proprotor-pylon stability
analyses shows good correlation with a one-seventh-scale aero-
elastic model tested in the NASA-Langley 16-foot Transonic
Tunnel, and with a one-fifth-scale semlspan model of the Model
300 tested in a low-speed wind tunnel. High torsional stiffness
of the wing provides a speed margin for proprotor-pylon stability
of over 70 percent of the limit dive speed--far in excess of the
20-percent flutter-free margin required. The methods used to
predict the important characteristics of the Model 300 appear to
be valid, but they will be further substantiated under Task II
of the contract, which will include the collection of full-scale
test data in the NASA 40-by-80-foot tunnel, using a 25-foot
proprotor of the same design as that for the Model 300 proof-of-
concept aircraft.
As a part of the contract, a long-range proof-of-concept program
has been developed. The proposed program involves three phases:
300-099-003 I-i
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design and fabrication of the alrcraft, flightworthln_ss tesl:_, o..
and proof-of-concept flight research. It is directed toward
establishing proof of concept in three areas: technical,
economic, and environmental (noise, downwash, etc.). The
schedule calls for the first infiight conversion in the third
quarter of 1972, in order to permit proof-of-concept flight
research to atart early in OY 1973. Alternatives to the basic
program, including the--folding-proprotor concept, are discussed.
It appears that the urge,,t need for civil and military VTOL
transportation can be met by tilt-proprotor aircraft. Imple-
mentation of a proof-of-concept flight-research program i8 the
next logical step toward meeting that need.
300-099-003 I-2
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I].. INTROI)IICTION
Military and civil planners are becoming aware of the need
for aircraft with VTOL capability in a variety of military
missions and for civil transportation. The following par_-
graphs discuss this need and appraise the reasons for the
failure of past efforts to meet the need. A NASA proof-of-
concept program which could provide the first step for the
logical and expedient attainment of operational VTOL aircraft
is outlined. The qualifications of the tilt-proprotor VTOL
aircraft for early operational application are discussed and
the role of the proof-of-concept flight research aircraft is
defined.
A. The Need for VTOL
The need for practicable VTOL aircraft in both military and
civil transportation grows continually more urgent (References
, i through 13). On the military side, VTOL is essential to
the requirements for fast reaction, operational flexibility,
and economy of effort in such missions as airborne assault,
local-area defense, antisubmarine warfare, and tactical logistics.
I_ The "Six-Day War" of 1967 showed how vulnerable an air-defensesystem can be if it is dependent on large airfields. Viet Nam
has made one point clear: the ability of our armed forces to
operate efficiently in the underdeveloped regions of the world
must be retained and enhanced. Initially at least, airfields
will be few or nonexistent; VTOL aircraft may be the only means
of access to vital zones of combat. Even in highly developed
nations, VTOL would be essential to counter an enemy who had in-
capacitated existing airfields and ground lines of transport.
In Viet Nam the helicopter (a slow, short-range VTOL) has proved
its value in airborne assault, ground support, surveillance,
medical evacuation, and rescue. Its remarkable usefulness is a
good indicator of the greater 9_OL potential that could and should
be developed. Larger, faster, and longer-range VTOL aircraft can
realize the full capability attainable for these and other mis-
sions.
On the civil side, commercial aviation can be expected to con-
tinue its rapid expansion. Airline operators are preparing for
j the introduction of faster and larger aircraft. The supersonicransport will cut flying time fo transcontinental and inter-
continental flight in half. Giant transport aircraft with
capabilities of nearly 500 passengers will be entering servicein 1970. Yet the a_r traveler may receive poorer service in
terms of travel time to his ultimate destination. Air traffic
has already overloaded our airports, not only in their ability
to handle the airplanes and load and unload passengers andbaggage, but also in moving passengers out to their final desti-
nations. Decreasing flight times will no longer slgnif_cantly
I shorten total trip time. VTOL aircraft can help to avoid this I
I 300-099-003 II-i
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stagnation in civil a(r transport, and open new opportunities ..
to benefit from the rnpid pr_a_es_of seronautics.
A VTOL transportation system can relieve congestion at major
airports by carrying psssengers between cities up to 500 miles
apart, using convenient VTOL ports near their points of origin
and destination. VTOL transportation would also be availabte
to carry passengers from the major regional airports into nearby
cities.
The development of such a system will require the cooperation of
local and federal planners in integrating the necessary facilities
] and services, and formulating regulations for the operation of
the system. Most important, VTOL aircraft that can provide the
desired services at reasonable cost, with low noise, ground dis-
turbance, and environmental pollution, and with high standards
of safety must be developed.
B. The Failure to Meet the VTOL Need
!
i_r'_ Despite the urgent need for VTOL aircraft, their development
_,.i" has been painfully slow. In 1968, the Director of Defense
Research and Engineering told Congress that the US had built
._i.: 17 V/STOL aircraft during the preceding i0 years, and had spent
more than half a billion dollars without zeal results. Thebest design approach for VTOL is no yet obvious. A great
variety of VTOL concepts have been proposed, and many have been
fllght-tested. Some have demonstrated their technical feasi-
bility, but none has been selected for production and operation
in the United States. The various concepts have suffered tech-.
nlcal problems, undesirable operational characteristics, or
economic shortcomings, or combinations of these faults.
The "requirements/technology dilemma" has also impeded the
development of military VTOL capabilities. The Department of
Defense has been slow to establish requirements for VTOL air-
craft because of a lack of demonstrated VTOL mission capa-
bilities. Conversely, industry has been reluctant to develop
the needed technology without the military requirements. The
dilemma even more strongly affects the development of civil
VTOL aircraft.
Although VTOL technology is still not adequate, concerted
national goals can and should be formulated to guide its develop-
merit .
C. The NASA Proof-Of_Cgncgpt Program
It is in the national interest to proceed with VTOL development
with all possible expediency. The NASA can readily perform twoof the most essential steps in accomplishment of this objective:
(i) it can develop and evaluate VTOL technology. (2) It can
determine and demonstrate the capabilities and limitations ofI
300-099-003 II-2
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the promising VTOI, types, thereby permlttln_ operational specifi-
cations and requirements to be realistically prepared In short,
the requirements/technoloKy dilemma is resolved. Once these
steps have been taken, industry, military, and civil planners
can move swiftly to develop the needed operational aircraft for
introduction into VTOL transportation systems.
NASA efforts can be most effectively focuaed in a proof-of-
concept program. A proof-of-concept program should be conducted
for each of the most promising VTOL concepts to provide and
verify technology and to determine the suitability of the concept
to fill the role of the civil and military VTOL aircraft. A
proof-of-concept flight research aircraft should be tested to
obtain the necessary data to determine the suitability of the
concept for future development and service.
The program should include testing to establish proof of concept
: in three specific areas:
_ , .,, Technical Proof of Concept
The aircraft's performance, flight characteristics and
problem areas would be investigated and evaluated to
determine if technology is in hand for the successful
• development of en operational aircraft with the desired
technical characteristics.
Economic Proof of Concept
The ability of the aircraft to perform a variety of
possible missions would be investigated. Payload lift
capability, range, endurance and fuel consumption would
be measured. These data along with operation analysis
inputs would be used to determine economic feasibility
of the concept. The cost effectiveness of the concept
and its competitive position with alternate means for
accomplishing specific missions could then be established.
Environmental Proof of Concept
The desirability of using the concept for particular
civil and military missions would be evaluated to
determine if the aircraft is a "good neighbor" and to
determine its suitability for operation in batt].efield
environments. This would provide data on flight safety
and safety to ground personnel, internal and external
i noise levels, and the effects of downwash and recircu-
lation on engine injestion, visibility and dust signa-
ture. Approach and landing procedures would be evaluated
I for operation from airports and heliports as well asundeveloped areas to provide data for the development
of navigational systems and to determine reel estate
requirements for future VTO]. ports and to permit
300-099-003 TI-3
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definition of low-speed maneuver requirements of mi].itnry
aircraft.
The proof-of-concept approach offers a way for this nation to
make up for lost time and acquire the VTOL transportation sys-
tems that are so urgently needed.
D. The Tilt-Proprotor Aircraft - A Promisin_ VTOL Concept
Of all of the VTOL concepts that have been investigated, one
appears to offer great promise for an effective transportation
system. This concept, the tilt-proprotor, has the charaoteris-
tics necessary for economic feasibility and social accepta-
bility in both civil and military roles. Economic and operational
effectiveness require a high-payload vertical-lift capability,
as well as high-speed cruise efficiency. Attempts to achieve
these objectives with configurations that tel F on high-disc-
loading devices for lift have been generally unsuccessful.
Recently, interest in low-disc-loading VTOL has been renewed,largely because of continued technological progress and the
._ demonstrated operational usefulness of the helicopter.
_ _ Studies have shown that rotor-lifted (iow-dlsc-loading) VTOL9* J
aircraft can have good cost effectiveness. Of the severa[ con-
cepts for low-disc-loading VTOL, the tilt-proprotor has been
shown to hold the most promise for transport missions andmissions requiring ex ended hovering. C mparat ve operations
analyses conducted by Bell Helicopter Company, Reference 14,
have shown the significant adv-aDtages inherent in the tilt-proprotor aircraft. In other studies, Bell, Westland, Lockheed,
Sikorsky, Boeing, and the Marine CorDs have reached essentially
. the same conclusion (References 2, i0 and 15 through 20).
The proprotor is an efficient lifting device that makes it
possible to control hovering position precisely and to maneuver
at low speed in confined areas. In hlgh-speed cruise it func-
tions efficiently as an airplane propeller. It has the added
advantage over some other concepts of requiring only one pro-
. pulsion system for both flight modes. Since there is no weight
t penalty for duplicate powerplants or propulsion devices, the
ratio of payload to gross weight can be high. Consequently,
the proprotor aircraft can realize high levels of mission
effectiveness over distances much longer than helicopters or
compound helicopters can fly. Arranging the proprotors side-
by-slde makes the overall span of the lift system large. In
forward flight in the helicopter mode, this feature keeps power
' requirements low, and provides exceptionally good STOL char-
acteristics. This latter capability could be used to advantage
in many missions where the initial takeoff can be made from an
airfield.
_: The low disc loading of the tilt proprotors will minimize noise
i and dust; the low-downwash velocities will contribute to the
, 300-099-003 II-4
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safety of ground personnel. The low noise level should maI<e the
proprotor aircraft one of the most acceptable VTOL aircraft "_-
for operation over and in populated areas.
Flight safety is enhanced bF ";he simple conversion process M_ich
may be stopped or reversed at any point. The aircraft may be
flown continuously with the proprotors at any conversion angle
from vertical to horizontal. Its control characteristics make
it safe to maneuver, climb, or deseend during conversion or
reconversion. Because its rotor-lifted speed range overlaps
its wing-lifted speed range, the conversion corridor is wide,
and such parameters as airspeed or power need not be scheduled
with conversion angle. Steep descents are possible_ there are
no restrictions on the approach angle. In the event of complete
loss of power, a conventional helicopter-like autorotational
flare and landing is possible. The power-off reconversion
capability, which was demonstrated with the XV-3 Convertiplane,
- makes it possible to enter autorotation from any flight mode.
_- At airspeeds of 150 knots and above, power-off reconversions can
,-_.K_ be performed without loss of altitude.
_ The technology is sufficiently well developed that the tilt-
proprotor aircraft's capability to meet the requirements for
civil and military transportation can be demonstrated.
While proprotor technolosy has recently been advanring rapidly,
I the concept is not new; zts technological development has been
under way for more than twenty years. Efforts to develop the
technology date back to the 1940s and this early work led to
I the initiation of the Joint Air Force-Army XV-3 Convertiplane| program in 1951 (Figure II-I). The flight evaluation of the
XV-3 by Army, Air Force, and NASA pilots demonstrated the sound-
I hess and safety of the conversion principle and showed that aproprotor could be us d equally well for lift and propulsion.
These tests also defined dynamic stabilit F problems that required
i further analysis and'correction.
The evaluation tests were completed in 1961 and reported _n
References 21 to 23. The program included more than 375 hours of
I wind-tunnel and ground-run time, and more than 250 test flightsin 125 hours of flight time. The test aircraft was flown by t_n
Government test pilots and two Bell pilots, who made a total of
I more than ii0 full conversions. Five of the Government testpilots made power-off reconversions from cruise to helicopter
autorotation after simulated engine failure.
I Much of the recent work has been underproprotor government
sponsorship as part of the Army's Composite Aircraft Program.
These efforts have been concentrated on resolving the technical
I problems uncovered during the XV-3 tests, and on providing atechnological base fo the d sign and development of modern
high-performance tilt-proprotor aircraft. The Composite A{r-
I craft Exploratory Definition phase was completed i_ September
i 300-099-003 II-5
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1967, with the design of the 28,000-pound, 360-knot, Bell Model
266 (Figure 11-2), This work has been reported {n detail in
Reference 24 and in summary in Reference 25. The program to con-
struct and test the demonstrator aircraft was not implemented,
primarily because R&.D funds were not available.
During the Composite Aircraft Program, design solutions for all
the known proprotor problem areas were found, and the technical
risk in a full-scale development appeared to have been mini-
mized. Some uncertainty remains, however, since the design was
substantiated only by analysis and the results of small-scale
model tests. Large-scale model testing._and/or a demonstrator
aircraft program can f_nally prove the adequacy of proprotor
technology for application to the design and development of such
VTOL aircraft. Bell Helicopter Company has designed and is
fabricating, as part of its IR&D program, a flightworthy 25-
foot-diameter proprotor suitable for full-scale wind-tunnel
testing.
... The NASA-Ames Research Center has contracted with Bell for a
_--_4_q'_ wind-tunnel test program in which the 25-foot proprotor will
. _ be used to obtain data on performance and blade loads and to
/ investigate dynamic stability of the rotor-pylon-wing system
in airplane flight. These tests, which are scheduled for 1970,
are illustrated in Figures 11-3 and 11-4. The first phase ofthis contracted work includes a design study of a proof-of-
concept aircraft. This report presents the results of that
study.
Under separate NASA Contract, Bell is conducting a design study
of a more advanced tilt-proprotor concept, the folding proprotor
(Figure II-5), which promises to extend operating speeds into
the 400-to-500-knot range. The Air Force has also initiated a
program (with several study contracts) to develop the technology
for this advanced concept. The Bell-NASA folding-proprotor
contract also calls for the design and fabrication of a 25-foot-
diameter folding proprotor for full-scale wind-tunnel testing.
E. The Tilt-Proprotor Proof-Of-Concept Aircraft Evaluation
The proof-of-concept aircraft must be capable of undergoing a
flight research program which will provide the verification as
to whether or not the tilt-proprotor VTOL can meet the demands
for future civil and military transportation. This means that
the test aircraft and its test program must provide the data
necessary to evaluate the economic and social acceptance of the
tilt-proprotor aircraft as well as its technical characteristics.
These proof-of-concept requirements are met in the tilt-
i proprotor aircraft design presented herein. It is believed thatthis ai craft, the B ll Model 300, can positively demonstrate the
technical, operational, economic, and environmental suitsbility
I
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of the tilt-proprotor VTOL to fill the role of c_vil and m_litnry _
transports. The mockup shown in Figure 11-6 is representative of
a civil VTOL of the size and design of the Model 300 proof-of-
concept aircraft.
The relatively small size of the aircraft permits it to be tested
in the NASA-Ames Full-Scale Wind Tunnel and is a result of the
desire to make the proof-of-concept program as economical as
possible without scarificing any program objectives. In this
respect the aircraft is a minimum size; however, test results
and conclusions will be applicable to the largest VTOL transports
envisioned at this time. The aircraft can operate in level flight
to speeds of 300 knots and dfve to higher speed to investigate
aircraft dynamics. The Model 300 aircraft has been designed
efficiently and eoafigured so that it can show economic proof
of concept by demonstrating the capability to perform a variety
o£ civil and military missions.
The three view of the aircraft in Section X shows the pas_se_nger___ accommodations which could be provid d for such missions. Typical
missions which could be simulated by this aircraft are depicted
_ in Figures II-7 and II-8.Li The aircraft can investigate the effects of noise and downwash
during takeoff and landings at a disc loading from 7 to 12-1/2
'-- _ pounds per square foot. The low noise signature of tilt-
proprotor aircraft will be typified by the Model 300. Section
VII of this report presents the predicted noise level.
A noise pressure level of 90 PNdb would be experienced 300 feet
from the hovering aircraft. This compares with a noise level
range of 80-100 PNdb for automobile and truck traffic noise at
: 50 feet from a busy downtown street.
_i Takeoff, approach and landing evaluations can be conducted in
i undeveloped areas, heliports and airports to evaluate the effect
of flisht procedure on the noise and dust generated and to
determlne the terminal navigation and traffic control system
: requirements for VTOLs. Because the Model 300 has good STOL
_ performance capability, operations in this mode c_n also be
investigated. A proof-of-concept flight research program with
the Model 300 tilt-proprotor aircraft will define requirements
and establish technology, thereby paving the way toward
realizing the VTOL transportation systems so urget.tly needed.
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Figure II-4. 25-Foot Proprotor Dynamic Test on Simulated Wing
in the NASA 40-by-80-Foot Full-Scale Tunnel.,
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Ill. I)EgIGN DESCI_IPTION _.
A. General
The Model 300 tilt-proprotor proof-of-concept aircraft has twin
proprotors ae the tips of a forward swept high wing. The prop-
rotors are mounted with gearboxes and turboshaft engines in self-
contained propulsion system pods. The el=craft uses two 1150-
horsepower Pratt and Whitney PT6C-40 dlrect-drive engines.
: General arrangement of the aircraft is shown in the three view
in Section X.
] The three-bladed 25-foot-diameter proprotors are gimbal mounted
with hub springs to increase longitudinal control power in
helicopten mode. The proprotors are identical in design to the
proprotor to be tested early in 1970 in the NASA-Ames full-scale tunnel under Task II of this program. Disc loading is
9.7 pounds per square foot at the normal gross weight of 9500
I pounds and 12.6 at the maximum gross weight of 12,400 pounds.
_ _ _ At normal wefght the wing loading is 54 pounds per square foot.
--'. The cockpit is arranged for a crew of two and can be flown from
_: ] either seat. Conversion and power management procedures are
.._,._g, simple and straightforward and permit the aircraft to be flownl
_ by a single pilot. Power is controlled in the helicopter mode
_ by a collective stick and twist grip throttles and in airplane
a ] mode by throttle levers and a proprotor governor. Conversion
is controlled by fore and aft movement of switches on the pilot
i and copilot cyclic control sticks.
The canopy and forward fuselage are designed for installation of
Douglas Escapac I-D ejection seats for the research flight
I tests. The cabin _s large enough to accommodate eight passengersin commercial seating or twelve troops in a high-density seating
arrangement.
I The aircraft is designed for a 2.0 g load factor in helicopter
and conversion mode and 3.5 g's in airplane mode. Design limit
dive speed is 350 knots. Basic design criteria are summarized in
I Section B. Basic data are summarized in Table Ill-l, dimensionaldata in Table III-2 and control travels in Table IIl.-3.
i The following design layouts are included in Section X of thisreport. Throughout the text of this section, where reference is
made to these drawings, drawing number will be shown in
parentheses.
I 300-960-001 Three View
300-960-002 Proprotor and Controls
300-010-001 Blade Assembly
I 300-010-i00 Proprotor Assembly96 0 3 Inboard Profile - Nacelle
300-960-004 Hain Transmission
%
I 300-960-005 Fixed Controls - Wing
300-099-003 I[l-i
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300-960-006 Fixed Controls - Fuselage ""
300-960-007 Wing Assembly
300-960-008 Fuselage and Empennage
300-960-009 Crew Station and Cmneral Arrangement
i TABLE III-i
BASIC DATA
I Aircraft Weight
| Normal Gross Weight 9500 ib
1 Maximum_Gross Weight 12400 ib
Empty Weight 6876 ib
| DesigoLandiogWeight 950O
_ _ Engine (Two)
._,, ] Manufacturer Pratt and Whitney
I_ Model PT6C-4030-Minute Rating (2 x 1150) 2300 hp
Maximum Continuous Rating (2 x 995) 1990 hpPower Loading at Normal Gross Weight 4.1 ib/hp
Power Loading at Maximum Gross Weight 5.4 Ib/hp
Proprotor (Two)
Diameter 25 ft
I Number of Blades Per Rotor 3Solidity 0.089
Disc Loading at Normal Gross Weight 9.67 ib/sq ft
| Disc Loading at Maximum Gross Weight 12.63 Ib/sq ft
Wing
3_.2 ftSpan
Area 176 sq ft
Aspect Ratio 6.6
Wing Loading at Maximum Gross Weight 70.5 ib/sq ft
1
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J TABLE III-2 f"
J DIMENSIONAL DATA
Aircraft Dimensions
I Overall Length (41.8 feet) 501.0 in
Overall Width (Proprotor Turning)
I (57.2 feet) 686.0 inOverall Width (Proprotors Removed)
(36.4 feet) 436.0 in
Overall Height Pylons Vertical (Top
I of From Static GL)Spinner
at
NGW (15.32 feet) 185.0 in
Overall Height (Top of Fin - From
I Static GL) at NOW (15.7 feet) 188.0 inSpan Between Proprotor Centerlines
at Conversion Pivot Points
,_ I (32.2 feet) 386.0 in
', _ Static Ground Line Reference at WL ii.0
--uW_. Height of Conversion Pivot Point
-_...._ Above Static GL at NGW (7.42 feet) 89.0 in
| "-" Conversion Axis Location, PercentWing MAC 39.0
I Distance from Conversion Pivot Point
To Horizontal Tail i/4-Chord of
i MAC (20,5 feet) 247.1 inTo Vertical Tail i/4-Chord of
MAC (19.3 feet) 231.7 in
I Distance from Wing iP_-Chord of MAC
To Conversion Axis 8.7 in
I To Horizontal Tail i/4-Chord ofMAC (21.3 feet) 255.8 inTo Vertical Tall i/4-Chord of
I MAC (20.03 feet) 240.4 inGround Clearance at NGW (GL at
WL ll.O) 12.0 in
I Main Gear Tread Width ii0.0 in
Distance from Nose-Wheel Axle to
Main-Gear Axles 214.0 in
I Engine
S0-Minute Rating
I Horsepower 1150 shp
RPM (Output Shaft) 30000 in-lb
, Torque 2420 in-lb
I , , ,,
i
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I TABLE III-2 - Continued
Maximum Continuous Rating
i Horsepower 995 shpRPM (Output) 30000
Torque 2090 in-lb
I Dry Weight 325 ib
Drlve.System Gear Ratios|
| Englne to Proprotor 53.1:i
Englne to Interconnect Shaft 4.63:1
_ Proprotor
Number of Blades per Proprotor 3| Diam ter 25.0 ft
"i | Disc Area per Proprotor 491 sq ft
, Blade Chord 14 in. basic blade
_"7 | 17 in. cuff root at
_,,i/ | 0.0875R
{¥:" Tapering to 14 in.
at 0.25R
I Blade Area (3 blades) 43.75 sq ftSolidity 0.089
Blade Airfoil Section
I Root (GL Mast) NACA 64-935 a = 0.3Tip NACA 64-208 a= 0.3
Blade Twist (See Figure IIl-i for
i Distribution) -45.0 degHub Precone Angle +2.5 deg
83 -15.0 deg
Onderslinging 0 deg
I Mast Moment Spring (per Rotor) 2700 in ib/degFlapping Design Clearance ±12.0 deg
Blade Flapp_ng Inertia (per Blade) I05 SLug ft 2
I Blade Lock Number 3.83Direction of Rotation, Inboard
Tip Motion Aft/Up
I Pylon and Conversion Actuator
Point of Intersection of Mast and
I Conversion AxesFS 3OO.O
WL 100.0
i BL 193.0Conversion Axis Wing Chord Location 39.0 percent MAc
Conversion Axis Forward Sweep 5.5 deg
Conversion Axis Dihedral (Up) 3 deg
I --. I
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TABLE III-2 Contiuued ,.
J
Angle of Mast Axis to Conversion
Axis 95.5 deg
I Angle of Outboard Tilt of Mast AxisHelic pter Mo e 2.5 deg
Airplane Mode 0 deg
I Distance Rotor Flapping Axis toConversion Axis 56.0 in
Conversion Range (Pylon Vertical
= 0) -5.0 to + 90 deg
I Actuator LengthExtended 39.39 in
Retracted i0.00 in
Travel 29.39 inDistance Engine CL from Mast CL 17.0 in
![ Wing
Span (34.2 feet) 410.0 in
[ Span Between Conversion Axis
_" I Pivot Points 386.0 in
! Area (Total) 176.0 sq ft
_' Root Chord (BL 28.0) 62.0 in
I Tip Chord (BL 205.0) 62.0 in
I Mean AerodFnamio Chard
Chord (BL 102.75) 62.0 in
Leading Edge at FS 275.81/4 Chord at FS 291.3
Airfoil Section (Constant) NACA 64A223 Modified
Aspect Ratio 6.63
I Forward Sweep 6.5 degDihed al 2 167 deg
Angle of Incidence 3.0 dog
I Wing Twist 0 deg
Aileron
I Area/Side (Aft of Hinge Line) 10.4 ftsqSpan [Along Hinge Line) (8.04 feet) 96.5 in
Chord/Wing Chord 0.25
I Flap
I Area/Side (Aft of Hinge Line) 5.5 sq ftSpan (Along Hinge Line)(4.25 feet) SI in
Chord/Wing Chord 0.25
I Wing Loading
Normal Gross Weight 54 ib/sq ft
I Maximum Gross Weight 70.5 ib/sq ft
I 300-099-003 111-5
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TABLE 111-2 - Continued
I Fuselage
I Length (38.1 feet) 457.5 inMaximum Breadth 66.0 in
Maximum Depth 74 in
I Cabin Length (Cockpit Plus CargoCompartment) (15.25 feet) 183 In
Cargo Compartment Length (9.16 feet) 110 in
Cargo Compartment Width
I Maximum 60.0 inFloor Line 48
Cargo Compartment Height
I Ahead of Wing 60.0 inUnder Wing 54
Cargo Floor Space (9.16 feet x
i 4 feet) 36.6 sq ft_ "_, Cargo Compartment Volume (9.16 feet
_,_. 4 feet x 4.75 feet) 174 cuft
"_. 7 I Vertical Tail
-. _F: Span (10.33 feet) 124.0 in
Total Area 57.8 sq ft
-_ I Rudder Area (Aft of Hinge) 7.6 _q ft
Rudder Chord/Total Chord 0.15
: m Aspect Ratio 1.84
I Sweep of i/4 Chord 36.83 deg
Root Chord at WL 75.0 97.0 in
Airfoil Section NACA 64A015
I Tip Chord at WL 199.0 37.34 inAirfoil Section NACA 64A015
MAC Chord (WL 127.8) 71.6 in
i MAC Leading Edge at FS 513.8MAC i/4-Chord at FS 531.7
Horizontal Tall
I Total Area 62 5 sg ft
Span (16.0 feet) 192.0 in
I Aspect Ratio 4.1ngle of Incidence 0 deg
Elevator Area (Aft of Hinge) 17.6 sq ft
Elevator Chord/Total Chord 0.30
I Root Chord (BL O) 56.0 in
Airfoil Section NACA 64A015
Tip Chord (BL 96.0) 37.75 in
I Airfoil Section NACA 64A015MAC Chord (BL 44.88) 47.46
MAC Leading Edge at FS 535.2
I MAC i/4-Chord at FS 547.1Sweep of i/4-Chordllne 22.72 deg
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" 111-2 - ContinuedtABLE
Main Gear
I 0f Side i
Number Wheels per
Tire Size, Type and Ply Rating 8.50 x i0, Type III,
lO-ply
i Inflation Pressure 70 psiNominal Outside Diameter 25.2 in
Load Rating (Helicopter) 9200 ib
Flat-Tire Radius 7.0
I Maxlmnm Ground Speed 80 ktOleo Strut Stroke (Total) i .0 fn
I Nose Gear
Number of Wheels 2
Wheel Spacing (Dual) 9.5 in
I Tire Size, Type and Ply Rating 5.00 x 5, Type III,
_:=i ."! '.. 6-ply
• • _ Inflat,on Pressure '9 psi
I Nominal Outside Diameter 13.9 in
Load Rating (Helicopter) 2100 lb. Flat Tire Radius 3.B in
I Maximum Ground Speed 80 ktOleo Strut Stroke (Total) 9.0 in
l TABLE 111-3
CONTROL TRAVELS
i ,
Cockpit Controls
I Cycl_c Stick Fore and Aft _6.0 ini Lat ral
Collective Stick 12.0 _n
I Rudder Pedals _2.5 inFedal Adjustment _2.0 in
i Proprotor ControlsCollective Pitch at 0,75R
Helicopter -2, +18 deg
I Conversion See Figure 111-7Airplane +18, +50 deg
Differential Collective Fitch
I (Lateral Cyclic Stick)
Helicopter ±3.0 deg
% Conversion See Figure III-8
I Air_lane ±0.3 deg
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TABLE III-3 - Continued
I L,
Collective Pitch Trim
I Helicopter _0.5 de EConversion _0.5 de E
Airplane ±0.5 de E
I Cycllc Pitch Tots1 ±4.0 de E
Fore and Aft Cyclic Pitch
I Hel_copter ±i0.0 deg
i- Conversion See Figure 111-9
Airplane 0| Differential Cyclic Pitch
: (Rudder Pedals)
@'_ ''I_ I Helicopter (0-60 kt gAS) ±4.0 deg
4_/, (60-100 kt EAS) See Figure III-ii(i00 kt EAS +) ±I.0 deg
_' I Conversion . See Figure III-i0
_, Airplane - - 0 deg
I Fixed Surfaces
Aileron
i Flaps Up i0 deg +15.0 -15.0 degFlaps at 0 deg +21.6 -15.2 deg
Flaps down 30 deg +18.0 -12.5 deg
Flaps down 60 deg ,-14.2 - 5.0 deg
Elevator f20.0 degElevator Trim Tab ±20.0 deg
Rudder ±20.0 deg
I
I
I
I
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I B. Design Criteria
I Criteria have been established to provide a safe and efficientlydesigned flight research aircraft. Basic criteria comply with
the Federal Aviation Regulations. Design limits, load factors,
I and conditions have been established in accordance with therequirements of the FAA, "Tentative Airworthiness Standards for
Verticraft/Powered Lift Transport Category Aircraft - Part XX,"
dated July 1968. In the areas where this document fails to pro-
I vide adequate definition, the applicable requirements of theFederal Aviation Regulations for rotorcraft and airplanes _re
used as a guide. In the areas not covered by any of the
I regulations and/or where exceptions have been customarilygranted, Bell esign practice f r helicopters ha been used.
The basic design criteria and design parameters for the Model
i 300 are given in Table 111-4.TABLE 111-4
BASIC DESIGN CRITERIA
I
"_i"' Normal Gross Weight 9500 ib
Maximum Gross Weight 12400 lbm
I Empty Weight 6876 ib
_ ' " Design Operating Speed, EASHelicopt 140 kt
I Conversion 140-170 kt
Airplane 260 kt
, Design Limit Speed, EAS
I Helicopter 156 kt
Conversion 189 kt
Airplane 350 kt
I Proprotor Maximum Operating Speed and RPM
Tip Speed
I (fps) (rpm)Helicopter 740 565
Conversion 700 534
I Airplane 600 458Limit Load Factors at 9500 Pounds
Helicopter 2.0
I Conversion 2.0Airplane 3 5
Transmission Design Power
I Helicopter 1060 hp
Airplane 860 hp
Conversion lO00 hp
I Single Engine 1150 hp
I
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C. Proprotor ,.
I The 25-foot-diameter which is currently fabri-proprotor being
cated for full-scale wild-tunnel testing, is designed to f]_ht-
worthy standards and is appropriately sized for use on the Mode]
I 300 aircraft. Aerodynamic design parameters have been selectedfor efficient cruise in the 200- to 300-knot spe d ra ge. The
same requirements for reliability, service life &nd maintenance
i as an operational helicopter were met in the detail design ofthis proprotor. Based on wind-tunnel test results, necessary
design changes would be made prior to fabricating the prop-
rotors for the research aircraft. The proprotor blades and
I hub are described below.
i. Blades
The blades (300-010-001) use type 17-7PH stainless steel as the
basic blade material as a result of a design study in which the
relative merits of aluminum, titanium and several types of
-- _. '_ stainless steel were considered. Results indicate a substantial
:"_W'_'_ weight savings for both steel and titanium compared with
--'_. .f aluminum blade designs. The 17-7PH steel blade provided the
•_ I desired natural frequencies and strength for minimum weight.
q
Thickness, taper,, twist and camber distributions were selected
l to meet the varying structural and aerodynamic requirementsf r h licopter and airplane flight. NASA 64-seri s airfoils are
used with a 64-208 at the tip and a 64-935 at the theoretical
' root (blade Station 0). The thick blade root section is required
I to provide adequate blade strength when the blade is at high
pitch in airplane flight where torque and inplane gust loading
cause high bending moments about the airfoil chord line.
The basic chord of the blade is Ig inches. Chord, twist, lift
coefficient and thickness distributions are shown in Figure III-i.
Blade stiffness and mass distribution are shown in Figure 111-2.I
2. Hub
I The hub (300-010-i00) consists of a titanium yoke with three
spindles and a universal joint assembly that is spllned to the
mast. A nonrotating, elastometric hub-moment spring is attached
I to the yoke through a bearing. The lower end of the hub-momentspring is attached to the transmission case by studs.
i The universal joint assembly consists of a steel cross withbearings mounted in aluminum pillow blocks on two opposing
spindles and a steel fo_k with bearings on the other two
spindles. These four roller bearings are not provided with
I inner races, but roll on the ease-hardened _ournals of thesteel cross member. A common oil reservoir is created by oil
passages drilled within the cross member. Oil level slght gages
' I are in_;talled on the pillow block housings. The bearing housings
I 300-099-003 III-I0
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seals to retain the oil. "
l The iaboard an_ outboard pitch change roller hear_ngs assemble
in the bladels integral root fitting. The inner race oi" these
bearings assemble on the spindles of the yoke. A stainless
I steel bonded to spindle to prevent fretting bet_,en
liner is the
the inner race and the titanium spindle. The pitch-change
bearings are oil lubricated from a reservoir located in the
I pitch horn.
The three wire-wound blade retention straps have an integral
I steel fitting which seats at the inboard end of each spindle ofth yoke. The outboard fitting, of the r tention strap, is
attached to the blade by a steel bolt through the blade root
fitting, spar and doublers.
J D. Drive System
_ The drive system consists of a main transmission assembly
_ (300-960-004) at each wingtip, a system of drive shafting
... through the wings connecting the two main transmissions, and
a center gearbox mounted inside the fuselage (300-960-007).
The PT60-40 engine attaches directly to the transmission pylon
case. Each transmission is attached to a steel spindle which
. is supported by the wo outboard' wing ribs. Hydraulically-
powered and mechanically-interconnected Acme screw actuators
,i, support, power, and control the conversion of the pylon assembly
about the transmission-spindle axis. In the airplane mode the
actuators drive the pylon into a down stop supported by the tip
rib.
In normal operation, each transmission delivers power to its
I proprotor from its own engine. The interconnecting shafts in
the wings operate unloaded, except during mat_euvers, single-
engine operation, or asymmetrical loading conditions, where the
interconnect driveshaft distributes power as required..
Design power for the transmission is shown in Table 111-4 and is
I based on the same design torque of each mode of flight with bothengines operating. To permit the use of maximum power from the
remaining engine in the event of an engine failure, the engine
output shafting and herringbone gear stage are designed for the
|"m maximum engine output power of 1150 horsepower. Several factors
are multiplied by the design power and torque to arrive at limit
and ultimate torques for the various stages. A distribution
I factor of I.i0 is applied to obtain the maximum steady powerwhich allows for an uneven distribution of power b tween the
proprotors. A transient torque factor of 1.67 is then applied
i to obtain limit torque during asymmetric maneuvers. Ultimatetorque is 1.5 times limit torque.
The main transmission assembly supports all pylon components.
I The structural parts of the assembly consists of a spindle,
I 300-099-003 III-II
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p_.on ease, ihtermediate ease, and a top (mnst) e_se. Tile oll_ine _.
_,Id pylon eow].ings are also s,pported by the trallsmlss_on.
Power is transmitted from the engine by au adapter shaft _ch
picks up the female spline of the PT6C-4O power turbine shaft,
then through a combination power and torquemeter shaft which _s
sp[ined to a herringbone pinion. The herringbone stage of
reduction gears transmits the power through a one-way clutch to
the two planetary reduction units. Power is supplied to the
rotor masts by the planet carrier of the upper planetary stage.
The interconnect power train, linked to the main proprotor
drive side of the one-way clutch, consists of a spur gear set,
an intermediate sha£t (with torquemeter shaft), and a spiral
bevel gear set.
The accessory gears provided for:
Hydraulic pump
Transmission oil pump
I! - AC generator
i
- NII governor
The center gearbox, with splash lubricated bevel gears, is
mounted on the rear spar of the wing at the centerline of the
fuselage. This gearbox accommodates the change in interconnect
_" shaft angle due to wing sweep. A magnetic sensor is installed
to provide a signal to the rotor tach indicator and proprotor
governor.
! E. Powerplant
The Model 300 is powered by the Pratt and Whitney PT6C-qO free
turbine turboshaft engine. This engine is an advanced version
of the PT6 turboprop engine widely used in executive, third-
level airline and utility turboprop aircraft. The PT6C-40
is a direct drive engine with an output speed of _0,000 rpm.
: The turboprop gearbox is removed and the lubrication system
' modified for vertical operation. The engine has takeoff and
30-minute ratings of 1150 horsepower and a maximum continuous
power of 995 horsepower. The engine is rigidly mounted to the
! proprotor transmission case. Engine torque is read by a
Simmonds magnetic torquemeter located on the main transmission.
I 2. Induction System
The engine induction system (300-960-003) is designed to give
, maximum total pressure at the engine inlet screen, to provide
i 300-099-003 III-12
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I anti-iclng, and to protect the engine from dust and sand
ingestion. Air enters through the nacelle i_llet and diffuser °"
I duct. A 90-degree turn into the engine plenum provides aneffective inertial pa ticle separator to r move dust and sand.
A screen is provided which ices over during icing conditions
I to increase the separator efficiency.
Moisture and debris are removed from the primary engine air in
the by-pass duct and ejector. By-pass air spills out of the
I by-pass duct to a plenum, then moves across the engine and
- transmission oil coolers to the engine accessory section. Air
passes over the accessories from the coolers, through a bell-
-: • mouth and blower to provide a power source for the ejector.
" I The ejector then emits the by-pass air, induction air contam-
ination, and heat from oil coolers and engine accessory section.
I
" I 3 OilSystem
i:
The engine is supplied with oil from a 2.3-gallon tank that is
I an integral part of the compressor inlet case on the 4
_
engne.
"-_ • Oil flows from the tank to the accessory reduction gears, engine
• bearings and filter. Scavenge oll is directed through the oll
=_"- / I cooler located behind (airplane mode) or below (helicopter mode)
_ the accessory gear case. The oil cooler is equipped with a
thermostatically regulated bypass to prevent high surge pressures
during starts under cold weather conditions. Air for the coolers
I provided by a mechanically blower. A shaft from the
is driven
accessory drive pad on the engine provides power for the blower.
The oil leaves the coolers and is returned to the tank forming
I a "cold tank system". The tank is vented overboard. Continuousindication of system operation is provided by oil temperature
and pressure instruments in the cockpit. Warning lights are
I also provided to indicate low oil pressure and high oil tempera-ture.
4. Fuel S_stem
I Fuel is supplied by two separate systems, one for each engine.
Each system is composed of two cells interconnected to form a
I single tank in each wing, with a total fuel capacity of 1600pounds. The cells are constructed of a flexible rip-resistant
material. Continuous support for each cell is provided by the
I structural honeycomb panels of the wing. Gravity refuel_ng _saccomplished through filler caps in each of the inboard cells.
One dc fuel-booster pump is provided at each inboard cell.
I Engine fuel passes from the booscer-pump discharge through acheck valve, fuel filter, firewall shutoff and conversion-swivel
fitting before entering the fuel control. A pressure ga_e {n
I the cockpit indicates the discharge pressure of the boosterpump. An interconnect b tween th two discharge l_nes perm{ts
ene pump to supply both engines if a pump fails. Opening the
"' • tank interconnect valve will allow inter-tank gravity transfer
I of fuel to the operative pump.
i 300-099-003 III-13
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I F. AirI!rame
The following specific objectives were established for the wing
I design (300-960-007).
Place the elastic axis far forward to minimize the
torsional deflections resulting from coupled proprotor/
I pylon/wing motions.
- Provide high torsional stiffness without undue weight
I penalty.
- Provide the maxit0um possible flap and aileron area,
l _ and design them to deflect to a large angle, in orderto minimize the projected wing area and hence the
• aircraft download, during hover.
! Provide an unobstructed passageway to route controls
and the transmission interconnect.
I Provide fuel space
These objectives are accomplished by a forward location of thestructural box and sweeping the wing forward 6.5-degrees to
I obtain the desired between the ofrelationship wing
center
pressure and the conversion axis. Fuel cells are located
inside the structural box; the controls and the transmission
I interconnect shaft are located aft of the rear spar.
A lightweight, torsionally efficient structure Ks obtained by
I using sandwich construction for the skins of the structural box.All of the skin is effective in both bending and torsion, whereas
with a plate-stringer combination the skins may be in a buckled
state under load, and the stringers provide no torsional stiff-
1 hess.
==J A significant factor in obtaining high torsional rigidity is the
high wing-thickness ratio which provides a large wing_box,., cross-sectional area. Since the rigidity varies th the sqt,are
of the area, high torsional stiffness results. In addition to
contributing to the torsional rigidity, the high thickness ratiocontributes to the wing bending stiffness. This in turn results
in the low structural weight required to carry the high bending
moments resulting from the lift being concentrated at the wing
tips during vertical fl_ght.
The aluminum alloy front and rear spars are designed partially
I by stiffness requirements and partially by structural require-ment . The f ont spar is shear-resistant web. The ar spar
Ks honeycomb sandwich. The outboard two ribs of the wing support
the conversion spindle and the tip rib supports the conversion-
l spindle and down The intermediate ribs _orm
actuator pylon Bto_.
I 300-099-003 III.-14
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I t:he bulkheads for the extremities of the fuel eel.l.s _nd provide
for. redistribution of loads from the ailerons and flap hinge r
I ribs.
The leading-edge structure is honeycomb sandwich, hinged for
I access to the conversion Interconnect shaft.
El's and GJ distribution and panel-point weights for the wing
are shown in F_gure III-3.
2. Fuselage
: I The.fuselage (300-960-008) _s a conventional nonpressurized,seml-monocoque structure of 2024 and 7075 aluminum alloy.
The four main longerons run continuously above and below the
I cutouts required for doors and the landing gear. Stringers_; break up the skin panels to the r quired si=e. Major bulk-
heads are provided for the ejection seat rails at both sides of
m the entrance door,_ front and rear wing spars, at both ends of
I the landing gear bay, and for the vertical stabilizer spars.Nose landing gear support beams, at BL 7.75 extend between
Stations 131 and 237.
The cabin extends between the canted bulkheads at Stations
219.8 and 3_7. The inside cross-sectional dimensions are 60-
I inches wide, 127-inches long and 60-inches high (54 inches underthe wing). The entrance door opening, located at the forward
left side, is 28-inches wide and 52-inches high. Emergency
exits are provided on each side of the cockpit and in the cabin
I on the right side between Stations 319 and 347. The floor is an
aluminum honeycomb sandwich with a rigidized upper surface.
I EI's and GJ distribution and panel point weights for thefuselage are shown in Figure 111-4.
i 3. Empennage
Three spars of the vertical stabilizer (300-960-008) attach to
canted bulkheads of the fuselage. The horizontal stabilizer is
I located at approximately the lower third span of the verticalstabilizer nd attaeh as o the f on and ce ter spar. Ribs
and chordwise stiffeners to break up the skid panel are located
I between the three spars.
The structural box of the horizontal stabilizer (300-960-008)
is a single-call configuration consisting of two spars antl
I surface coverings of honeycomb sandwich construction. Bulk-heads are provided at elevator hinge points and at the inter-
section with the fin.
I El's, GJ, and mass dist_ibutlon for the vertical and horizontal
tail are shown in Figures 111-5 and 1116.
!
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q. Landin_ Gear
I A fuselage mounted main gear was chosen because of the high-wing configuration. The gear retracts into the sides of the
fuselage. Flush doors are provided between the bulkheads at
i Station 347 and 410. The gear geometry was developed to perml:the gear to clear the lower longerons when it retracts. A dual-
wheel nose gear retracts into the compartment between Stations
131 and 169. Shock-absorption system is a conventional air-oil
I oleo.
G. Aircraft Systems
I i. Conversion SystemThe c s provides controlled rotation of the pro-
pulsion pod from the vertical to the horizontal position and
I return. It can safely lock the pylon in either extreme, or in• any intermediate position. T s stem also serves as a
reference for the control system by providing a phasing control
motion as a function of flight regime. The conversion actuator
.... I holds the pylon against the down stop on the tip rib in airplaneJ'-_ mode.
._ Conversion is controlled by a switch on the control stick grips.
__t I Forward movement of the switch rotates the pylons forward from
• _ helicopter to airplane flight position, and rearward switch
movement returns them to the helicopter position. The conver-
I slon of the pylons may be stopped or reversed at any position.The n rmal conversion time is approximately nine seconds.
I Should one conversion actuator fail to function due to hydraulicor electrical failures, that unit is driven by the actuator
motor on the opposite wingtip through the mechanical inter-
connect shaft. In the event of a complete dc power failure, a
I mechanical backup system, operated by pulling the emergency
reconversion T-handle located in the cockpit,_positions the
hydraulic valves to cause the actuators to move the pylons to
I the helicopter position.
The major components (300-960-007) of the conversion system
'I include the double screw conversion actuators with hydraulic
I motors and electrically powered servo-valves, the interconnect
shafting and a control phasing gearbox located on the forward
side of the front spar of the wlng. The hydraulic motors that
I power the conversion actuators are control].ed by dual, pilot-activated, three-position servo-valves which receive feedback
information through a small gearbox on the interconnect shaft
near each wingtip.
The control phasing gearbox, provides a linear output, propor-
tional to the pylon an_le, that phases the various fixed controls
during conversion. Thls unlt also provides the signal for ,be
• pylon-conversion-angle indicator in the cockpit. A convers_,_n
brake assembly is incorporated in the phasing gearbox which
300-099-003 111-16
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Ilocks the pylon when the aircraft is on the ground with hyd _u].ic ..
i power off.
2. Hydraulic System
I The hydraulic system is a MIL-|I-5440 Type II (-65°F to +275'F)
system utilizing MIL-H-5606 fluid at an operating pressure of
1500 psi. It has two independent transmission-driven hydraulic
I pumps. Since the pumps are driven by the transmission, theyoperate when ver the proprotors are turning, and they are
independent of engine power.
I The primary hydraulic system, one
connected, to side of the dual
flight-control actuators, is powered by the hydraulic pump in
the left pylon. The utility system is powered by the pump in
I the right pylon. After retraction, the landiug gear portion ofutility system is separated from the flight-control portion
by an isolation valve. The system powered by the right trans-
'_ _ mission pump, isolated from any utility function, then becomes
I a second primary system for one side of the dual flight-control
actuators. Dual or single power is provided to the hydraull-
"_' rally operated components as shown below:
L_I_I I Primary Utility
(Left Pump) (Right Pump) Function
I x x Cyclic
--_ x x Collective
ii
I X x Ailerons
× x Proprotor Governor
I X Conversion ActuatorLeft
x Conversion Actuator
I Rightx x SeAS
i x Proprotor TrimLanding gear
I 3. Electrical System
I The electrical system consists of two 200-ampere, 28-volt dc
starter generators, and two 13-ampere-hour batteries, providing
primary de power. Two 250-va, l15/200-volt, slngle-phase 400-
I Hertz ac inverte_s provide the ac power. Two essential debusses are connected in parallel through a bus-tie re ay. Each
200-ampere starter generator supplies power to one of the
I essential de busses. Each essential dc bus has a 250-va inverter
I 300-099-003 III-17
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I with its essential ac bus. '['here are two essential ac and de
busses, and one nonessential dc bus. _
I The electrical system is designed to provide complete dual ac
and dc power sources. These sources and their essential and
I nonessential busses are designed for complete isolation of thesources and their busse8 in the event of any failure.
i II. Aircraft Contro!si. Proprotor Controls
I Proprotor controls (300-960-002) consist of a rise-and-fallcollec ive head assembly above the proprot r and a monocyclic
(fore and aft) swashplate below the proprotor.
i I The collective head is attached to the proprotor mast. A non-
rotating tube, extending inside the mast to the collective boost
cylinder, gives vertical motion to the rotating collective head.
i A collective lever is attached to each of the three trunnions of "the collective head. A control tube extends from one end of
each collective lever to a pitch horn. At the other end of each
I collective lever a tube goes to the rotating swashplate.
The rotating swashplate (outer) is driven by the lower ring of
i the proprotor spinner. The nonrotating swashplate is attachedto the top case of the transmission and is free to tilt about
only one axis. The cyclic cylinder is attached to the non-
rotating swashplate (300-960-003).
I Collective control inputs, which increase or decrease the pitch
of all blades at the same time, are introduced by means of a
I tandem hydraulic cylinder which is attached to the transmissionc se below the mast (300-960-003). The servo-valve li kage of
the collective cylinder receives its input from the pilot through
a swivel joint, on the conversion axis, which connects to the
I in the (300-960-007). The input motion isfixed controls wlng
introduced along the conversion axis so that the collective
system functions in the same way in both airplane and helicopter
I modes of operation, though with different ranges of collectivepitch.
I The cyclic control cylinder tilts the swashplate, which causesone-per-rev variations in blade pitch. The servo valve of the
cyclic cylinder is actuated by the pilot through a linkage
(300-960-003) which is automatically phased out as the pylon
I converts from vertical to horizontal. This phase out is
accomplished by having the fixed controls in the wing (300-960-
007) impart vertical motion to the end of the cyclic input tube
I that is located on the conversion axis. Axial motion in intro-duced when th input tube is vertic l (helicopter mode). No
axial motion occurs when the tube is horizontal (airplane mode)
!
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The design of the control linkage boost cylinder permits the
pilot to control the proprotors manually in the event of a double
hydraulic system failure.
2. Flight Control
The flight-control system combin_s the basic elements of con-
ventional helicopter and airplane control systems. The cockpit
controls for the proprotors and control surfaces are arranged
so that a single pilot can maintain full control in all flight
regimes, including conversion. Each of the two crew stations
(300-960-009) has complete controls for pitch, roll, yaw, and
thrust in all modes of flight. They consist of control sticks,
rudder pedals, and collective levers, for both the pilot and
copilot; a single set of power-management controls and a flap
control on the center pedestal, and a rotor trim control on each
cyclic stick. Dual-twist grips on the collective levers are
interconnected with the power-management controls on the center
: i i pedestal.
-_ i_ In helicopter mode, the controls apply blade-pitch changes to
" _ produce powerful control moments and forces. Fore-and-aft cyclic
.._i pitch provides longitudinal control, while differential-cyclic
"'_ pitch produces directional control. Collective pitch is used for
vertical flight and differential-collective pitch controls roll.
In airplane mode, the controls actuate conventional control
surfaces which provide the control response characteristics of
a conventional airplane. These control surfaces are also
actuated in the helicopter flight mode, but they have minimal
effectiveness because of the low dynamic pressures and high
control moment capability of the proprotor8.
Conversion or reconversion can be made within a wide range of
variables such as airspeed, conversion angle, and fuselage
attitude. Mechanical phasing of the proprotor control authority
minimizes the need for control inputs during conversion. To
provide the proper control authority during conversion (or
reconversion), some controls are phased out, others are phased
in, and the authority of others is altered. The automatic
changes in controls as the pylon is converted from helicopter
mode (-5 degrees to +15 degrees conversion angle) to airplane
mode (+90 degrees conv_rsion angle) is shown on Figures III-7through lll-ll.
3. Stability and_Control Augmentation Syste m
A stabilization system is used to enhance the flying qualities
in helicopter and conversion modes. The three-axis stability
and control augmentation system (SCAS), uses rate gyros to sense
pitch, roll and yaw. Electrical signals from pilots control
motions as well as signals from the rate gyros are input into
appropriate shaping networks of the SCAS. The result is an air-
craft that is stable and well damped for external turbulences,
l 300-099-003 III-19
yet is highly responsive to pilot control inputs. As a normal ..
proeedure, the pilot will engage the SCAS prior to takeoff and
fly the aircraft in the helicopter and conversion modes where
SCAS is phased out as the helicopter controls are phased out.
i The SCAS actuates the rotor controls through servo actuators
located on the collective and cyclic hydraulic cylinders.
Redundancy is provided by dual actuators which are operated
I individually by the two hydraulic systems.
4. Proprotor Governor System
i The proprotor governor system is used to simplify power manage-
ment and rpm control and to prevent engine-power adjustments
and external disturbances from changing proprotor rpm. The
system is a closed-loop control system that maintains a pilot-
selected proprotor rpm by controlling collective blade-pitch in
the airplane mode.
i '-II_ _ The proDrotor governor system detects any error between the
command rpm and the actual proprotor rpm. This error signal is
am pll_ted and used to drive a hydraulic actuator in the collec-
/ ' tire control system. With a constant proprotor rpm setting,
• _ '_ increasing power with the power management levers will increase
_ the collective blade-pitch to hold a constant rpm. This will
result in increased aircraft velocity without changing proprotor
rpm. Decreasing power will decrease the collective blade pitch
and reduce aircraft velocity.
The proprotor governor is a fail-operate type system. Sufficient
redundancy and monitoring circuitry is included so that a single
failure will not result in loss of the proprotor governor. If a
failure occurs, a warning light will be illuminated. If a
second failure occurs, the proprotor governor system will auto-
matically shut off and the pilot will control proprotor rpm
manually with the collective lever.
5. Power Management
Power management is simple and is designed for straightforward
cockpit procedures. Power control is provided by two control
systems. For helicopter flight, the engine power-turbine
governors maintain selected proprotor rpm by increasing or
decreasing power as manual changes are made in collective pitch.
In airplane flight, the proprotor-pitch governor maintains
selected rpm by increasing or decreasing collective pitch as
manual power changes are made. Thus, the Model 300 may be flown
in helicopter mode in the same manner as a conventional he]i-
copter, and in airplane mode in the same manner as a conventionalturboprop airplane.
, Throttle and proprotor governor rpm select levers are mounted on
the convenient both the andpedestal (300-960-009), to pilot
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copilot, The pilot and copilot collective st_eks have dual
twist grip throttles and turbine governor rpm beeper switches. _'
Conventional helicopter rpm droop compensation is provided for
each engine. The collective stick is connected through the
droop-compensator linkage to a droop cam on each engine, The
droop cams position the load-signal shafts on the engine fuel
control, which in turn schedule limited rpm changes to compensate
for the engine droop characteristics.
Engine output power for both helicopter and airplane flight is
regulated by the fuel control on each engine. Movement of the
power-control shaft on_each engine controls fuel flo_. This
shaft is positioned by the th=ottle levers. The throttle levers
are controlled remotely by the twist grips during helicopter
flight.
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Figure III-l. 25-Foot Proprotor Parameters.
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Figure III-8. Differential Collective Pitch
i Versus Conversion Angle.
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IV. WI,:I (;I IT ANAI,YSIS .,.
I Weights of the Model 300 proprotor were determined from detz _|
I '|'Ofabrlca:l n drawings. Weights for other major structural
components such as wing, fuselage, empennage and landing gear
were determined from layout drawings and statistical curves
I based on the weights components
of of other aircraft. 'rr_n s -
mission weights were estimated from layouts by use of empirical
formula and by comparison with similar eomponents in present use.
I Weights of items such as engine, instruments, and electronics,w re determined from manufactur rs peclf.,catlons.
I Layouts used for estimating and calculating weights are includedin Section X. These drawings are referred to in the applicable
group weight analysis discussion that follows. These discussions
also detail the methods used to determine the weights.
I A group weight statement, Table IV-l, shows the weight empty is
6876 pounds. Based on this weight, four mission weights have
I been established and are shown in Table IV-2. The research
_-_':_ mission is shown for the normal gross weight of 9500 pounds and
__ _ makes provisions for instrumentation, ejection seats, pilot and
• , I copilot, and 1600 pounds of fuel. For the civil mission, the
_;'_ _ interior is furnished to accommodate eight passengers and 240
pounds of baggage. The fuel load is adjusted to 1028 pounds togive a gross weight of 10,300 pounds, thereby allowing hover
I out of ground effect at 4000 feet, 95°F. The military mission
gross weight is ii,200 pounds. This weight provides for a crew
of three with three additional men being hoisted aboard, at the
I mid point of the mission, while hovering out of ground effect at4000 fee , 95°F. The ferry mission s shown at the maximum
gross weight of 12,400 pounds. A discussion of the performance
i for each mission is contained in Section V, Performance.TABLE IV-I
I GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
Rotor Group 910
I Blade Assembly 580
: Hub Assembly 270
Spinner 60
IN, Wing Oroup 700
_- Tail Group 2q5
Horizontal 'Fail 136
I Vertical Tail 109
Body Group 1055
I Alighting Gear 350
I
!
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I TABLE IV-I Continued
I Flight Controls Group 532
I Cockpit Controls 53Rotor, NonrotBting 236
Rotor, Rotating l_l
Fixed Wing 72
I Engine Section 167
Engine Mount 16
I Firewall 59Cowl 92
Propulsion Group 2086
I Engine Installation 72g
Conversion System 126
: Air Induction System ]8
i' (_ I Exhaust System 16
--._r_,_. _ Lubrication System 32
:.._._ Fuel System 91
-'__ . ' • Engine Controls 59
Starting Syste_l 59
Rotor Governor 21Drive System
-, _ Gear Boxes 761
Transmission Drive 74
Rotor Drive 45
I Instrument Group ii0
Ilydraulic and Pneumatic Group 78
I Electr_cal Group 283
Electronics Group 84
I Furnishings and Equipment 192Per on el Accommodatio s 74
Niseellaneous Equipment and
I Furn{sh[ngs 64Eme gency Equipment 5g
Air Conditioning Equipment 58
I Undrainable Oil 12
Unusable Fuel 14
I WEIGIIT EMPTY, POI_DS 6876
|
!
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i blODEL 300 MISSION WEIGIITS
Research Civil Military Ferry
i Load Condition Mission Mission M_ssion H_ss{on
Crew 400 340 600 400
I Passengers (8 at 170) 1360Fuel 1600 028 1600 1600
Auxiliary Fuel 1059 3133
I Engine Oil 35 35 35 35
Mission Equipment
m Avionics 171 361Armor 300
Oxygen Installation 110
_, I Rescue Equipment 250
- I terior
: - '; • Eight-Place Commerieai 250| Ejection Seat Increase i14
_\: Third Man Crew Seat 377"4m_
I Auxiliary Fuel Tank 82 246Instrumentation 475
Baggage 240
I Total Useful Load 2624 3424 4324 5524
I Weight Empty 6876 6876 6876 6876
Gross Weight 9500 i0300 11200 12400
I A. Rotor Group
The Model 300 lift and thrust system consists of two three-bladed,
semi-rlgid proprotors, gimbal mounted with a hub spring which
I provides flapping restraint.
The Rotor Group weight was derived from detail computations of
I fabrication drawings and is 910 pounds. The proprotor assemblyis shown on Bell drawing 300-010-100 in Section X.
B. wing Group
I The wing of the Model 300 is basically a two-spar, single-cell
structure utilizing bonded aluminum honeycomb sandwich con-
struction for Lhe upper and lower panel of the main structural
I box as shown on Drawing 300-960-007.
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W_ng primary structure _ight was based on pane[ and spar Ihiek~ _.
hess requirements est:ablished by stress analysis• _ight o1
I additional structure was estimated from layout drawings.
Figure IV-]. presents a statistical wing weight estimation curve
I developed from available data on utility and cargo-type aircraft.This curve includes an adjustment o compensate f r the to sional
and dynamic effects of supporting the pylon by a spindle assembly
i at the wing tips. This adjustment was based on detailed weightestimates for the Bell Model 266 tile proprotor, the components
of which were sized by a detailed stress analysis. Model 300
wing weight taken from this adjusted curve is 598 pounds. An
I additional 102 pounds was included because of the constant wing
section with nontapered skins• The total estimated wing weight
: is 700 pounds.
• ! C. Tail Group
The Model 300 tail assemblies consist of conventional stabilizer-
I elevator and fin-rudder configurations. Weights for the tail
I
_ assemblies were estimated from layouts. The unit weights
_" _ obtained were consistent with those for similar designs operating
"'_ I in comparable flight regimes as shown in 'Fable IV-3.
TAIL SURFACE UNIT WEICHTS
I Horizontal Tail Vertical TailModel (ib/@q ft) (ib/sq ft).
XV-5A 1.81 2.13
I X0-142 2•31 2.21
AO-I 2.23 1•86
I 262 2.44 2.44
266 Bell 2.68 2.28
I 300 Bell 2.18 1.88
l:
I D• Body Oroup
• 1
i The fuselage of the Model 300 is a nonpressuri_ed seml-monoeoqtestructure shown on Drawing 300-960-008. The basic fuselage
weight was estimated from Bell-developed equations with penalties
added for the flooring, doors, windows, and windshields.
I The windshield weight was based on 0.50-inch thick stretched
acrylic, and the same material with s thickness of 0.188 inch
I is used for the side and top panels•
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The estimatJ, u_ method of l_efeFence 26 Wa_ used to verl]:y 1:|1(' ,,.-
i [use].age weight. Inasmuch as this ruethod _s based ol] n_rer;llloperating in a higher speed regime than the Model 300, _1 Ss
t t, l.t: that the results will be eonservative.
I The estimating method considers the total fuselage weight t(, buthe sum of the basic weight required to provide minimum skins,
stringers or longerons, and circumferential stiffeners to resist
i basic flight loads ph.ns weight panalties incurred to supportconcentrated and red stribute around touts and through
joints. Basic weight, FB, is defined by the expression
I F B = i.!23 S + f (Nz, Q, L, h)
I The 1.123 constant is based on a minimum skin of 0.040-inch 7075
aluminum plus 0.038 equivalent gage to account for stiffeners
I (i.e., 0.078 inch x 0.i0 pounds/cubic inch x 144 square inches/
foot equal 1.123 pounds/square foot). Because the Mode]
square
.... 300 loadings and design permit use of rainimum skin thickness of
0.020 aluminum, this factor was reduced to (0.020 + 0.020) x
_--_' 0.i0 x 144 = 0.58. Therefore,
I FB = 0.58 S + f (N Z, _, L, h) (with the function "f" taken
from Figure IV-2) = 306 pounds
I Penalties were then determined as shown in Table IV-t_.
I TABLE IV-4FUSELAGE WEIGHT PENALTIES
I Nose Gear Penalty 33
Bulkhead = 0.00025 W NL 5
I Body Cutout = 0./4 ib/in x 38 in 15
Door = 2.0 ib/sq-ft x 4.1 sq-ft 8
I Door Mechanism 5
Main Gear Penalty 19t
I Bulkhead = 0.O01 W NL 21
Body Cutout : 0.8 ib/in x 58 x 2 93
i Door -- 2.0 lb/sq-ft X 12.5 sq-ft x 2 50Mechanism 32
Canopy and Windshield Penalty (from 166
I Figure IV-2)
i 300 -099 -(](]3 _V- 5
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I TABLE IV-q Continue(]
! ,Cockpit Penalty 11.6
Bulkhead = 2 lb/sq-ft x 25 aq-ft 50
I Body Cutout : 0.5 Ib/In x 74 in 37
Floorin E = 1.0 Ib/sq-ft x 29 sq-ft 29
I Production Joint Penalty = 0.025 x J 16FB
X
Tail Support Structural Penalty = 0.[5 x WT 4l
I Wing Attachment Structural Pe_lalty
= 0.0005 NZ W 24
I Equipment SupportPenalty = 0.5 ib/cu-ft x 20 eu-ft i0
Cargo Floor Penalty = 1.0 ib/sq-ft
x 47 sq-ft 47
-_. ,.; Door Penalty 31
1 Body Cutout = 0.4 ib/in x 28 in ii
1
z--_ , Doer = 2 ib/sq-ft x I0 sq-ft 2_
I Miscellaneous
Penalty = 0.i x Total of Above Penalties 68
! Total Fuselage Penalty Weight = Fp, Pounds 748
Total Fuselage Weight = F B + Fp, Pounds 1054
Model 300 Fuselage Weight, Pounds 1055
| - ,
Parameters and symbols used in the above equations are shown
I in Table IV-5. TABLE IV- 5
FUSELAGE PARAMETERS AND SYMBOLS
-- l •
Parameter Value for
i or Symbol Description Model 300
FB Fuselage Basic Weight 306 ib
I S Fu_lelage Wetted Area 520 sq-ft
NZ Ultimate Flight Load Factor 5.0
_ 1 Q Weight of Fuselage and Controls 3483 ib|
I 300-099-003 IV-6
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II , .TAI;1,F: IV-5 _ Contl.nued
I 1, Fu,_cl.nge Leugth 38.1 ft
h Fuselage Depth 6.2 ft
I W Design Gross Weight 9500 !b
Fp Fuselage Penalty %_eight 748 lb
| N L Ultimate I,a_,d_.ngLoad Factor 2.25
WA Windshield Area 56 sq-ft
J Production Joints 2
I WT Tail Group Weight 2q5 lb
: ,, _ L , ...... f ,.
I E. Alighting Gear Group
; I The laDding gear of the Model 300 is a hydraulically operated," retractable, tricycle configuration with a dual-wheel nose gear
_ and a single-wheel main gear.
f I Gear structure weight was taken from a gear design layout and
stress analysis. Hydraulic system and control system weights' were estimated from layout drawings. Rolling gear components
I and their associated weights, which were taken from vendorcatalog data, are shown in Table IV-6.
I TABLE IV-6ROLLING GEAR COMPONENT DATA
I Nose Gear Main Gear
Item 'Number Size Weight Number size We igh_-
(ib) (tb)
I Tire and Tube 2 5.00 x 5 12 2 8.50 x 10 5_
I Wheel 2 5.00 x 5 7 2 8.50 x i0 26
Brake - lq
Total 19 91
I A comparison of the Model 300 gear weight a_ a percentage of
design weight with similar data for curreot generation V/STOL
. falrcra t is presented in Table IV-7.
I
I
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ALIGIITING GI_R GROUP WEIGIIT COMPARISON
Design Gross Gear Group
I blodel Weight (ib) Weight (lb) Percent
X0142 37474 1211 3.23
I X22A 14500 432 2.94
XV-5A 9200 420 4.56
I °°
XV-gA 7200 _l 4.04
300 9500 350 3.68
I
F. Controls Group
I The Model 300 flight control system consists of conventional
,_'_l_, helicopter cyclic and collective controls and airframe aileron,
flap, elevator and rudder controls, along with phasing controlsI which provide the proper combination of the two systems during
_ _:, • transition from helicopter to airplane mode.
J
_' All rotating control components and all other critical compo-
i nents were sized by a preliminary stress analysis and weights
were estimated from layout drawings of these components. Weights
. for other control system components were based on routing lengthsand existing hardware weights.
G. Engine Section and Nacelle Group
I This group includes the engine mount, firewalls and wingtip-
mounted pylon cowling.
I One PT6C-40 engine is mounted at each wingtip in the pylon
assembly shown on 300-960-003. The engine face is bolted
directly to the transmission case. Weights for the engine
l were estimated from layouts.support
Firewall weight includes the forward, aft, upper and lower induc-
" firewalls,
tion firewalls. Aluminum extrusions which support the
and act as supports for the cgwling, are included in this welght.%_ights were based on 0.020 tltanlum for webs and stiffeners
The cowls consist of al.uminum skins and support structure.
Weights were based on gages determined by a preliminary stress
analysis and were estimated from layout drawings.
I 399-099-003 IV-8
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I II. Propulsion Group -
1. C_neral Description
Power is supplied by two Pratt & Whitney PT6C-40 engines. 'rhis
power is transmitted to the proprotors by means of herringboneand planeta y gear stages in the main trans ission. Spiral
bevel gears are utilized in the interconnect shaft system which
provides power to both proprotors from one engine in the eventof a single engine failure. A center gear box, with a set of
bevel gears, is provided in the interconnect driveshaft system
to account for the wing sweep angle.
2. Engine Installation
I[_ Dry weights for the PT6C-40 engines were taken from the manu-
i I facturer's specification. Estimated weights of residual fluidsand installation hardware were added to complete the 724-pound
I total for two engines.
i
3. Conversion System
u
li,_ 1 This system consists of an Acme screw actuator with a hydraulic|£ motor at each pylon. An interconnected drive system is incor-
porated to provide for operation of both actuators simultaneously
l and to provide power to both actuators from one hydraulic motori the event of a hydraulic sys em failure. A small control-
phasing gearbox is provided at the cen_ .r of the interconnect
shaft. Weights for this system were estimated from layouts and
I taken from vendor data.catalog
4. Air Induction System
I Engine inlet air is inducted from an opening adjacent to the
splnner immediately aft of the proprotor rotation plane. Weight
I for this fiberglass duct structure, seals, screeos, blower andthe induction by-pass ejector was estimated from powerplant
layouts.
I 5. Exhaust System
An 0.030 stainless steel exhaust pipe with an 0.030 stainless
I steel turning vane is clamped to each engine. The exhauste_ector baffle, which is considered part of the exhaust system,
is 0.020 stainless steel. Weight of the exhaust pipes, attach-
i ment r_n_, ,urning vane and exhaust ejector baffle Is 16 pounds.
6. LubricaZion System Engine
I This system contains an oil cooler, filter, plumbing and hard-ware with the oil tank as an integrll part of the engine. The
blower is carried _n the air induction system. _ights.were
I based on equivalent-slzed components used in existing alrcr_ft.
I 300-099-o03 IV-9
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7. Fuel. System _.
I The Model 300 has two separate fuel systems, one for each engine.Bladder ceils are located in each wing as shown on Drawin K
300-960-007. The fuel system weight was estimated from a
I contractor-developed curve for fuel system weight as a functionof iuei capacity as shown on Figure IV-3. Fuel system weight,
based on 246-gallon capacity at 0.30 pound per gallon, is 74
i pounds. Due to FAA requirements for twin-engine installation,an additional 17-pound penalty was added for a total estimated
fuel system weight of 91 pounds.
I 8. Engine Controls
The engine control system primarily consists of droop compen-
I sation and power-lever controls for each engine. Weights forthese were estimat d using similar _{-i compo nt w and
allowing for the increased cockpit-to-engine routing distance.
;
I 9. Startin_ System
_ The 200-ampere starter-generator provided at each engine is
powered by two 13-ampere-hour batteries. Weights were based
I on equivalent-sized components used in existing aircraft.
: _ • 10. Rotor Pitch Governor Control|
_W
The rotor pitch governor is an eiectro-hydromechanical system
which maintains selected rotor rpm. Electronic equipment,
I actuator, and associated linkage were estimated based on com-parisons of similar items used in existing systems.
I ii. Drive System
Engine power is transmitted to each proprotor directly from the
i engine through the main transmission by herringbone and plan-etary gear stages as shown on Drawing 300-960-004. Design data
for the entire drive train, including the interconnect shafting
and center gearbox, is given in Table IV-8.
I All main transmission cases are magnesium except for the ring
gear (nose) case which is cast aluminum. A large pylon case,
I to which the firewalls and cowls are mounted, houses the beveldrives for the interconnect shaft system; the steel spindle
attaches to this case.
!
!
!
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TABLE IV-8 ."
I DRIVE SYSTEM DATA
Speed Design Max Cont
I Component (rpm) (hp) Torque (in-lb)
Engine Output 30000 2150 2412
I Main Transmission 458 946 130127
Output
I Interconnect Drive 6485 633 6144
Shaft
il ,I Gear Ratios
I_ Engine Output Basic
' I Interconnect Driveshaft 0.2162
Rotor Shaft 0.0188
_i_,_ Hydraulic Pump Drive 0.2010
Engine Nil Governor 0.1400
I Center Gearbox 0.2162
I Gear Stage DataSpeed Max Cont
Sta_e (rpm) Torque (in-lb)
I *Engine Output 30000 2412
*Main Transmission Input 8487 8532
I First Planetary Output 1776 33557
Second Planetary Output 458 130127
I *Main Transmission Spur 8487 I)704Output
*Main Transmission Bevel 6485 6144
I Output
*These components designed by single engine operation
I power. w_
i Weights for the Model 300 drive system were estimated frompreliminary layouts by use of empirical formulas and, where
possible, by comparison with similar components in present use.
I
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I 1'he main transmisslon weights were verified by the estimntln_
method contained in Reference 27. Gear stage weights were rend
I _rom Figure IV-q, which was taken from Reference 27. Allwelghts were read at the upper d of th weight range and then
reduced by ten percent.to account for improvements in materials
i report wos
and methodology occurring since the . written. The
total of these reduced weights was multlplied by the factor for
magnesium c@ses, given in the report, to derive a basic housing
weight. Welghts were then added for special mounting and shape
I provisions and accessory drives. .
These %_ights, taken from design estimates, are shown in Table
IV-9.
I TABLE IV-9
TRANSMISSION SPECIAL PROVISIONS
Case extension to Support engine flrewalls
and cowl and attach conversion spindle 56
Freewheeling unit 7J
- _ Lube system (with oil) 36
i Accessory drives i0
!
Torquemeter 17
Support installation (spindle and bearings) 39
TOTAL, Pounds 165
Figure IV-5 shows the main transmission gear stage schematic
and gear stage weights derived from Figure IV°4, along with a
tabulation of the data used and the summation of total estimated
weight by the veriflcation method as compared to Model 300weight.
I I. Instrument Group
The znstrument group consists of engine, flight and navigation
i instruments, transmitters, and installations as shown in TableIV-IO. Weights for he instruments and transmitters were bas d
on those currently in use on present day helicopters. Instal-
lation weights are assumed to be the same except for wiring,
I which has been increased to compensate for greater distancebetween the cockpit and propulsion group.
!
!
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I TABLE IV-10
INSTRUME,N_r GROUP WEIGfrTS q'
Indi- Trans- Instal-
eators mitters lation "l'oi:,_I
I Instrument No. (ib) (ib) (lb) ([b)Altimeter i 1.5 I. 5
Airspeed 2 i. 7 0,9 0.9 3.5
I 2 i 0 i 0Cl OCI(
D I
Standby Compass i 0.8 0.8
I Angle of Attack 2 2.5 2.5Vertical Speed 4 4
Turn and Slip 2 3.8 3.8
I
I Attitude i 2.8 2.8
, m Vertical Gyro 1 6.0 9.0 4.2 19.2
_- _ _ • Oyro Compass I 6.5 7.3 q.8 18.6
o_ • Outside Air 1 0.2 0.2
_ Temperature
" I Fuel Flow 2 1.8 1.8[] Transmission oil 2 1.8 2.0 3.8
Pressure
I Oil 2 1.8 0.4 2.2Engine
Tempe rat ure
Engine Oil Pressure 2 1.8 2.0 3.8
I Fuel Pressure i 0.6 1.2 1.8
Transmission Oil 2 1.8 0.4 2.2
I TemperatureGas Producer 2 1.8 1.6 3.4
Tachometer
I Fuel Quantity i 0.5 3.0 3.5
Dual Torquemeter 2 1.8 2.0 1.2 5.0
Triple Tachometer I 4.4 2.4 1.2 8.0
I Hydraulic Pressure 2 1.8 2.0 2.0 5.8
Turbine Inlet 2 1.8 1.8
I TemperatureRPM Warning i 0.3 2.2 2.5
Position, Flap 2 2.2 0.i 0.5 2.8
I Main I 0.3 0.9 2.0 3,2Position,
Gear
Conversion 2 1.1 0. i 0.5 [ •7
I TOTAL INSTRUMENT GROUP WEIGIIT 109.6
I
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[lydraul].c power is utilized to e×tend and retract the lnnHnp[
_ear, to power the aileron py]on conversion actuators, m_d Io
provide boost capability in the proprotor c_clic and co].]eetive
control systems. The Model 300 has a completely dual 1.500 ps¢
i Only the _ghts of the reservoirs,hydraulic system. pumps,
accumulators, valves, and inter"connecting plumbinE are _ncluded
in the main system weight. Weights of components and plumbing
I providing power to a specific system are carried in the weightof that system.
I K. Electrical Group
The ac-de electrical system on the Model 300 is powered by
starter-generators attached to the engines. Two 13-ampere-hour
I batteries are provided to furnish power for the starter-
generators. Weights of these and other major components are
based on vendor data. Wir£ng and hardware weights were estl-
I mated from wiring diagrams and routing layouts. The weights of
"-_"._[Lt the components are listed in Table IV-II.
TABLE IV-If
,. Weight (ib)
I DC S),stem
Batteries 48
Battery Installation 2
I Transformer 4Voltage Regulator 6
Switches, Rheostats _nd Panels 4
I Relays 19wiring and Miscellaneous 87
Equipment Supports 16
I AC System
Inverter 26
i Ammeters and Voltmeters 2Switches, Rheostats, and Panels 26
Circuit Breakers and Fuses 10
Junction and Distribution Boxes 3
I Relays 1Wiring 8nd Miscellaneous 14
Lights 15
I TOTAL ELECTRICAL GROL_ WEI_{T 283
I L. GroupElectronics
Electronic equipment consists of AN/ARC-If4 V]IF-F_| and AN/ARC-I] 5
• s
i VHF radio , Collins 613L-2 transponder syste_n and a four-station
I 300-099 -003 IV-14
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l ICS, C-6533. Weights for these systems _ere taken from ,-
existing installations used in current aircraft.
l M. Furnishings and Equipment Group
I The furnishing and equipment group inch:des crew aeeommodation,_,furnishi g miscellaneous equipment, and emergency equlpm_nt
The weights shown in Table IV-12 were based on similar equipment
i presently in use on Bell helicopters.TABLE IV-12
i FURNISHINGS AN_O EQUIPMENT GROUP WEIGHTS
i Weight (Ib)Accommodations
I Crew Seats 62: _" Crew Safety Belts 6
_" '. Crew Shoulder Harness and Inertia Reels 6
._ ]J Miscellaneous Equipment|
_, Windshield W_"per 14
I Instrument Panel 15Consoles 20
i Furnishings
Soundproofing (cockpit) 15
i II Emergency Equipment
Fire Detection System 5
Portable Fire Extinguisher 7
Engine Fire ._xtlngulsher 42
I TOTAL FURNISHINGS AND 192EQUIPMENTGROUP WEIGHT
N. Air-Conditioning Equipment Group
I
The air-conditioning system of the Model 300 is used for forw_ird
defogging heat _ng cooling cockpit eompar t-
window and and of the
ment. The environment control unit used is the same as that now
i_stalled on the Bell Mode]. AH-IG.
!
!
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FUSELAGE BASIC WEIGHT PENALTY
2O
o
H
1
1.0
_ 2.5_ . 3.0 3.5
___ NZ QL
1![ _7_o_
_ WINDSHIELD OR CANOPY WEIGHT
3O0
i
H 200
I| _
I _ _oo
| _ O,
30 qO 50 60
! TRUE AR_ - WINDSHIELD OR C_OPY - FT 2
I Figure IV-2. Fuselage Weight Estimation
Parameters.
!
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I Figure IV-3. Fuel System Weight.
I
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PROPROIOR
a t /I!
ENGINE I(_. _ INTERCONNECT, DRIVESHAFT
| -Gear Stage "Design Output/Side Wo/S_e
Torque
'-_,--: _ I Number Type (hp) (rpm) (in-lb) (ib)
:"_' :_ • Engine i150 30000 2412
_, I 1 Spur & 1150 8487 8532 20 26
Idler *6
2 Planet 946 1776 33557 29
m 3 Planet 946 458 130127 74
i 4 Spur 633 8487 4704 135 Bevel 6 5 614 26
I Weight Data Side
LMain Transmission
Item (lb 9
I Gears, bearings, shafts, etc. : W o 151
(derived from Figure IV-4 with
I a 10% reduction)
Housing : 0.372 WG 53
i Special provisions 165Total weight per side 369
Model 300 weight per side (estimated) 366
| ..... h*Left transmission has two idlers; rig t transmission,
one. Weight shown is average for both sides.
!
I Figure IV-5. Main Transmission Schematic
and Weight Data.
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I V. PERFORMANCE _ •
I A. Summary
The performance characteristics of the Model 300 are summarized
in Table V-i for four mission weights. These missiorls are:
m flight resea2ch, simulated eLvil mission, simulated _ilitary
mission and ferry mission.
I The aircraft has three-bladed 25-foot-diameter proprotors with
14-inch chord blades. Disc loading is 9.7 pounds per square
foot at the normal gross weight of 9500 pounds. Power is
I supplied by two Pratt and Whitney PT6C-40 direct-drive free-turbine engines with takeolf and 30-minute ratings of i150
horsepower and a normal power rating of 995 horsepower. The
I broad range of rpm for efficient operation of the free turbinepermits full power t b extrac ed at maximum rpm during takeoff
in helicopter mode and near optimum specific fuel consumption to
be obtained in airplane cruise at reduced rpm. Proprotor tip
I is 740 feet second in helicopter mode and 600 feetspeed per
"' per second in airplane mode.
[_ _ At 9500 pounds gross weight the aircraft hovers out of ground
_:i S effect at ii 600 feet on a standard day and 6400 feet on a 95°F
_ day. At this weight the service ceiling is 26,000 feet. Max-
I imum speed is 312 knots at 15,000 feet. Hover ceiling _s 2600feet and service ceiling ks 20,000 feet at the maximum gross
weight of 12,400 pounds. A STOL takeoff can be made in 900 feet
at 4000 feet on a 95°F day at this weight. Maximum single engine
is 215 knots at i0,000 feet for this weight.speed
Maximum range for the research mission _ncreases from 397
I nautical miles at sea level to 630 nautlcal miles at 20,000fee . Ferry range is 1870 nautical miles at 20,000 feet.
The performance of the Model 300 is sufficient to demonstratecivil and military VTOL applications A typical civil mission
could be demonstrated carrying the equivalent weight of eight
passengers end 240 pounds of baggage at a cruise speed of 260
knots (300 miles per hour) for a range of 306 nautical miles(350 statute miles). An aircrew recovery mission is selected to
demonstrate military application. With a crew of three and 550
I pounds of armor and rescue equipment, the aircraft can dash at300 knots t i0,000 f et, pick up hree downed airmen at a
distance of 375 nautical miles, make a hovering out-of-ground
i effect takeoff at 4000 feet 95°F and return.
B. Airframe Aerodynamics
I A one-f_fth scale model of the Model 300 airframe was tested inMarch 1969 in the Ling-Temco-Vought 7-by-10-foot low-speed wind
tunnel (Figure V-l). This test will be reported in Reference 28.
The model was tested with a smooth finish and also with artifi-
I cial roughness. The roughness was introduced to insure that
300-099-003 V-l
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boundary layer transition was consistent with that anticipated _.
on the full-scale vehicle.
I All airframe components, with the exception of the extended
landing gear were tested in the wind tunnel. Full-scale llft
I and drag characteristics were determined by application ofReynolds number corre tions to wind-tunnel data. S nce the
fixed elevator settings in the wind-tunnel test did not represent
the full-scale Model 300 trim setting, values for trim, lift and
I obtained by computation.drag
were
i. Lift Analysis
I Both model and full-scale lift curves are given in Figure V-2
for flap settings of 0 and plus 30 degrees. Comparison of the
I model and full-scale curves shows that the major effects ofthe Reynolds number on the lift data were a negative shift in
angle of zero lift and an increase in the lift curve slope. The
minus 1.4 degree shift itl the angle of zero lift was due to the
I number effect on the 23-percent thick wing section.Reynolds
This unusual behavior was determined by extrapolating the data
from Reference 29.
i
I The 8.5-percent increase i_ the overall lift curv_ slope shown
in Figure V-2 was due to an increase in the wing lift curve
I slope after correction for Reynolds number effects. Not apparentin Figure V-2 is an increase in wing maximum lift coefficient.
A 0.15 increase over wind-tunnel data was estimated when Reynolds
number corrections were applied, but this effect was offset by
I the elevator trim force requirements. No Reynolds number adjust-ments for lift were made to the fuselage, pod, and empennage
lift curves.
I 2. Drag Analysi_
Full-scale airframe drag was computed from wind-tunnel data by
I correcting the value for component Reynolds
each individual for
number differences between the model and the full-scale ship.
The resulting total airframe drag coefficient is shown in
I Figures V-3 and V-4 and compared with the measured model testdata. The method used to compute the full-scsle drag is out-
lined below.
I a. Lift and drag values for each component were obtained by com-
paring different test "runs" with and without the component being
evaluated.
b. The profile, or parasite drag coefficients, were obtained by
subtracting the induced drag from the measured total for each
i component. The induced drag coefficient was cslculated from
CDI = CL2/_eAR w
I e = 0.90
300-099-003 V-3
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I c. Reynolds numDer corrections were applied to the model profile r
drag coefficients to obtain the full-scale coefficients. Corree-
I tion factors are shown.to Table V-2.
d. The corrected profile drag was then added back to the induced
i drag at a given lift coefficient to obtain the final component
value. . .
e. The profile drag coefflclent for the elevator was obtained
I from Reference 30, using interpolation for the desired airfoil
section. In order to account for roughness, the drag values
from Reference 30 were.increased first by "fairing out" the drag
I "buckets" and then by Increasing the resultant minimum CDo by25 percent. The induced drag for the levator was obtained
from calculations based on the required llft and for flight eon-
'_ I ditlons.
f. The total full-scale aircraft drag values were then found by
summing the component values plus a five percent increase in
I total profile drag to account for leakage protuberances, irreg-
r_4_r, ular surfaces, etc. A full-scale drag breakdown in terms of
._/. equivalent flat-plate area is shown in Table V-3 for s lift
In Figure V-4 it ts seen that the minimum drag for the full-
scale flaps up condition does not occur at zero lift but at CL
= 0.20. This comes about because of the fuselage and pod
effects on total llft. The wing alone minumum drag occurs at
CL = 0.07, but w(th the addition of the fuselage and pod, the
I minimum shifts over to CL = 0.20 because of the negative liftcarried on these components for angles of atZack up to 4 degrees.
i Figure V-5 compares the aircraft drag as determined from themodel test data with the drag predicted by conventional drag
estimating methods. Predicted parasite drag area is 6.4 square
feet with a resulting CDo = 0.0364.
I For the helicopter mode of operation an additional flat-plate
drag area of 4 square feet and 32.9 square feet were added to
I account for the extended landing gear and vertfcal pods, respec-tively.
C. Proprotor Performanc_
I i. Descriptipn
I Each of the 25-foot diameter proprotors has three blades. Thechord, thickness, twist and amount of camber change as func-
tion of the radius. These d_steibutiona are shown in Figure
I lll-1 and are simulated in the performance analysis by dividingthe blade into four sections. These dlvislons are made at the
nondimensional blade Stations of 0.075, 0.45, 0.70, 0.90, and
% 1.00. The blade is not represented between Stations 0.0 and!
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i 0.075 segment contained within the spinner. For cai-as this is
culatlon purposes, each of these sections _s further subdivided
I such that the entire blade _.s represented by 22 blade "strips".
Airfozl sectlon characteristics were estimated fo_" each of the
i four blade seetlons based.on the Bell Helicopter airfoll sectiontests of Reference 31. F1guresV-6 through V-9 show sample of
the airfoll sectlon data for Mach numbers of 0.3, 0.5, 0.6 and
0,7.
I 2. Method and Correlat{oc
All proprotor performance _s obtained w_th the a_d of the Bell
I Hellcgpter computer program F35(J). This program _s primarilya hellcopter perfo mance computatlon program and is described in
detail in Reference 32. The validity of this program has been
i proven in the past-by the excellent correlation w_th fl_ght-testdata for both of the fllght _glmes that a normal helicopter
rotor experiences: hover and helicopter forward flight.
TABLE V-3
!"" ,_ , DRAG BREAKDOWN - FULL SCALE AIRCRAFT
Component Flat Plate Drag Area 1
I Fuselage 1.60
i Wing i. 57
i Horizontal Ta_l 0,59Vertical Tall 0,55
Pods - Horizontal 1.37
Miscellaneous (5% Parasite) 0.28
I Airplane Parasite 5.96
Airplane Induced (CDi) 1.6___22
I Total Airplane 7,58Vertical Pod Increment 32.90
Flaps Down In_rement 8.63
i Undercarriage ° 4.00Helicopter Parasite 51.49^
Hel_copter Induced 2.82 2
I i Total Hei_copter -- 5,.31
i i. These values reflect flight conditions that exist for
i a gross weight of I0,300 pounds, and iO.000 feet altftude,250 knoZs in the alrplane mode, or sea level, 50 _nots In
the helicopter mode (airframe CL = 0.38).
I 2. Induced drag calculated on individual components based onWhere eCL2/_eAR. = .
the relation 0.9
1 3. Estimated undercarrlage not tested...
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I Correlation of F35(J) with proprotor performance _n the airplane
mode is shown in Figure V-lO. The test results shown are for a
i 13-foot diameter Boe_ng-Vertol proprotor model with "E" blades.This est wab conducted in the NASA-Ames 40-by-80-foot wind
tunnel. Blade parameters for the proprotor are shown _n
i Figure V-ll. The calculated values used for correlation wereobtained by using both a limited amount of Boeing-Verto[ section
data and a set of Bell Helicopter drooped airfoil section data.
The variation in the two sets of calculated results show the
i importance of using the proper section data. It is concludedthat the computer program F35(J) can accurately predict prop-
rotor performance for any flight regime when the proper airfoil
i section data are used.
3. Isolated Proprot0r Performance
I Figures V-12 through V-15 show proprotor performance in hovering4,
II
and alrpiane flight. The hovering performance is shown in
Figure V-12 in the form of power required versus thrust. Per-
i formance in airplane flight is shown in Figures V-13 through
_ V-15, in the form of propulsive efficiency as a function ofproprotor shaft horsepower, for sea level, i0,000 feet, and
20,000 feet standard day operation. A dashed line is shown on
i these figures for the steady level flight condition at a gross
• weight of 10,300 pounds.
i D. Powerplant Performance
Figures V-16 and V-17 show the power available and fuel flow,
i respectively, for the hovering and helicopter forward fl_ghtp rformance. Figures V-18 and V-19 are carpet plots for the
airplane forward flight power available as a function of air-
i speed and altitude on a standard day for takeoff and normalrated power. Also shown on those figures is the 1720 horsepower
design torque limit. A typical fuel flow carpet plot is pre-
sented in Figure V-20 for standard day operation at [0,000 feet.
i The power available numbers reflect all engine and transmissionlosses.
i Table V-4 shows the losses for each engine used in estimatingthe installed engine performance. The power available nd fuel
flow were obtained by inputting these losses into the computer
i program supplied by the engine manufacturer.
The ram efficiency factor (_RAM) was determined from Section IX,
Figure 18 of Reference 33 and is expressed by the relation
i _RAM 1.0 - 14.4 \_,Vl
I where V is the velocity in knots, W a is the weight flow of air
in pounds per second, and _' is the air density ratio.
!
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TABLE V-4 _'
I ENGINE LOSSES
Inlet Pressure Loss 5.8 in H20 SLS
I Exhaust Pressure Loss 3.0 in H20 SLS
I Inlet Temperature Rise 2.7°F
Ram Recovery Loss (l - TRAM ) q in H20
I SLS
Extracted Horsepower Loss 1]..5 hp
I Twin Engine Transmission 0.98
Efficiency
I Single Engine Transmission 0.97Efflhiency
_--_! I E. Helicopter Performance
I All helicopter performance is calculated for 30,000 engine rpmand out-of-ground- f ect conditions.
l. Hovering Performance! °
Hover ceilings are shown in Figure V-21 for standard and 95°F
day conditions. Included in these data is a seven-percent
I download that is experienced by the vehicle in the hovering mode.
The effect of this download is made evident in Figure V-22 which
shows both the isolated proprotor and the overall Flgure of Merit
I as a function of the gross weight. Also included _n the overallFigure of Merit is a 0.98 transmission eff ciency,
All data shown in Figures V-21 and V-22 were derived from the
I isolated proprotor data shown Figure power
in V-12 and the
available data shown in Figure V-16.
I 2. Helicopter Level Flight Power Required
Figure V-23 shows the helicopter level flight power required
I for sea-level standard-day operations and for a gross weightrange of 8500 to 13,500 pounds. Included in these data is the
sharing of the total vehicle lift between the airframe a_d
proprotors as a function of airspeed as shown in Figure V-24.
I A 15-percent decrease in rotor induced was also used to
power
account for the slde-bM-side effect of the proprotors. All
data were determined for a 15-degree mast angle and a 30-degree
I flaps down condition.
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I 3. Rate of Climb
I Standard day maximum rate of climb at normal rated power as afunction of altitude is sho_..1 in Figure V-25 for a range of
weights. These values were determined by using the relation:
I R/C (helicopter mode) = excess power x 33000 x 0.85 ft/min
gross weight
I where excess power is the difference between normal rated poweravailable and minimum power required. The 0.85 factor is a
climb efficiency number.
I F. Airplane Performance
i. Thrust Hqrsepower Required
I Data for thrust power required versus airspeed for sea level,
i0,000 feet and 20,000 feet on standard day conditions are
• shown in Figures V-26 through V-28 for several gross wights.
I These data were determined using the airframe lift and drag
-_";_ coefficients shown in Figures V-2 through V-4 and the
. • expression:I
Ii DV
Thrust horsepower required =
55O
I where
D = CD qS
I Figures V-29 through V-31 contain the above mentioned thrustl _
I
horsepower required data expression as proprotor shaft horse-
power. The relation used for this converslon was:
_-_ Proprotor shaft horsepower required =
thrust horsepowe T rgquired
I Wpro p
where _-rop is the proprotor propulsive efficiency, obtained
I from Figures V-13 through V 15.
2. Fli_ht Envelope and Maximum Speed
I Figure V-32 contains the standard day airplane flight envelope
for normal power rating and the maximum speed for takeoff power
rating, both for a gross weight of 10,300 pounds. The low-speed
I end of flight envelope governed by wing and
the is stall the
high-altitude end by the absolute ceiling. The maximum speed
was determined by the intersection of the power available and
power required curves for the given gross weight of 10,300pounds.
!
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I 3. Maximu_______mmRat____eeof Climb
I Rate of climb in the airplane mode is calculated using there lat_on:
I R/C (airplane mode) = excess thrust horsepower x 3,3000gross weight
e where excess thrust horsepower is the difference between the
I thrust horsepower av_11able and required. The maximum rate ofclimb for normal rated power is plotted versus altitude for
various gr?ss weights and is shown in Figure V-33 for standard
day operatlons.
m 4. Specific Range .
• Figures V-34 through V-36 contain nautical miles per pound of
fuel versus true alrspeed for various gross weights at sea level,
10,000 feet and 20,000 feet on a standard day. These curves
%41_._..'_ I were prepared from the fuel flow and power required data.
_-_r;_, 5. Single Engine Performance
_i " 'r
"._,: _ Figure V-37 shows the single engine performance for both the
twin enginehelicopter and airplane modes superimposed on a
J _'-" hovering celllng. For this data a 150 and 200 foot-per minute
rate of climb was maintained for the helicopter and airplane
modes respectively.
6. Mission Profiles
Mission capability of the aircraft is illustrated in Figures
i V-38 through V-dl. Miasion profiles are shown for the following:
Research m_ssion
I civil mission
Military mission
I Ferry mission
The civil and military missions are shown to illustrate the
I of the Model 300 demonstrate economiccapability
to feasibility
on simulated missions. The civil mission is an interclty
commuter flight of 8 passengers and 240 pounds of baggage. Range
I is 306 nautical miles (350 statute miles) at a cruise speed of260 knots (300 mph). The military mission is an alrcrew recovery.
A dash speed of 300 knots is used to traverse 375 nautical miles,
I pick up three survivors, and return at long-range cruise speed.Takeoff weight include a crew of three a d 550 pounds of armor
and rescue equipment. At the _id-point pickup the aircraft can
hover 4000 feet on a 95°F day or 9000 feet on a standard day.!
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I The research and ferry missions are performed at long-range
cruise speed; whereas, the civil and military missions are
I flown at higher speeds more appropriate for the particularmission. Payload range curves are shown in Figures V-33 an_
V-41 for the takeoff weights of the research and ferry missions.
I 7. STOL Performance
STOL takeoff distance to clear a 50-foot obstacle is shown in
I Figure V-42 for a STOL takeoff at 4000 feet on a 95°F day. Thefollowing takeoff technique is assumed: pylons are rotated to
a 20 degree conversion angle, maximum power and full forward
I cyclic are applied as the brakes are released, the aircraftaccelerates to 70 knots, aft cyclic is applied to rotate the
aircraft and lift off, climb out is made at 70 knots. The pylon
tilt and forward cyclic tilt the tip path plane 30 degrees. The
I 70-knot lift-off speed was selected to provide 1.25g maneuver
capability at the maximum gross weight. A lift off at lower
speed would decrease the takeoff distance. Takeoff distance is
I 900 feet at 12,400 pounds and 700 feet at the 10,300 pound• weight where the aircraft can hover out of ground effect.
I
I
• I
I
I
i
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VI. I)YNAMIC STUDIES _.
Dynamic characteristics have been carefully considered {n the
design of the Model 300. Particular attention has been paid to
the proprotor and flight mode stability in airplane mode. The
structural dynamics analysis has also included investigation of
airframe vibration and proprotor dynamic loads. Proven analyt-
ical methods and computer programs were used for the study. All
have been correlated with either flight-test or wind-tunnel test
results to verify their accuracy.
. A. Proprotor DTnamics
1. Natural Frequencies
The proprotor blade natural frequencies were calculated usingBHC 0om uter Program C02. 802 is a Myklestad-type analysi for
a rotating, twisted beam. It includes the coupling between
beamwlse and chordwlse deflections resulting from built-in twist .and collective pitch. Good correlation has been achieved with
the measured frequencies of many rotor designs, including three-
bladed semi-rigid rotors, such as those of the Model 300. The
blade mass and stiffness distributions shown in Figure £II-2were obtained from the detail drawings released for the fabri-
cation of the 25-foot proprotor. Particular care was taken in
I representing the stiffness of yoke and spindle regions as theyw re essential in determining the frequency of the fundamental
modes.
I Figures VI-I and VI-2 ahow the calculated natural frequencies
as a function of rpm and collective pitch. The frequencies are
presented in terms of collective and cyclic modes. The collec-
I tlve modes are those excited by airloads whose frequency perre olution is an integer multiple of the numb r of blades (i.e.,
3, 6, and 9 per rev). Nonmultiple harmonic airloads excite the
i cyclic modes (i.e., i, 2, q, and 5 per rev). The couplednatural frequencies shown in Figures VI-I and VI-2 are noted by
crosses (X) and diamonds (_). The crosses denote modes whose
largest deflection is normal to the plane of rotation; the
I diamonds are those whose largest deflection is in the plane of
rotation. The solid lines denote the frequency of an untwisted
blade at zero collective pitch (i.e., uncoupled beamwise and
I chordwise frequencies) and are provided for reference. By com-paring the uncoupled and coupled fr quencies, the effect of
built-in twist on the blade frequencies is apparent.
| Past experience with the design and testlu_ oL three-bladed
semi-rigid rotols has shown that frequency placement of the
first inplane (cyclic) and second beamwise (collective) modes
I poses the most severe requirements. The first inplane mode mustbe _ufficiently removed from i per rev to avoid high l-per-rev
loads but cannot be too high or 2-per-ray loads wilt be a prob-
I lea; a frequet_cy of 1.5 per rev results in the lowest oscillatory
300-099-003 VI-I!
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I loads, llowever, frequencies as low as l..25 per rev are accept-
able. Meeting this requirement c_n be difficult _.I] propro_ors _
because of tile wide rpm and collective ra_Ke required for
I efficient operation. The second beam mode must be located
above
3 per rev to avoid h_gh loads and airframe vibration, rn heli-
copters, keeping this mode out of resonance has been a problem;
I however, it is less of a problem with proprotors because of thethicker and stiffer blade root sections required for static
strength•
I The frequency location of the major blade modes is as follows:
The first inplane mode varies from 1.42 per rev to 1.27 per rev
in helicopter and conversion modes (565 rpm), and from 1.44 per
I to 1.3 rev in airplane mode.(458 rpm). The second beamrev per
mode is 3.7 per rev at high colleetl\e- pitch in helicopter mode
and 3.92 per rev in airplane mode. Close proximity to 4-per-rev
_ resonance is indicated for the second cyclic mode at high pitch
-" • in airplane mode (458 rpm) and 6-per-rev resonance for the third
I • , , • r
_ collectlve mode at hlgh pltch in hellcopter mode (56_ rpm).
• Very low airload excitation in these resonant harmonics is
:_ I anticipated. However, should these resonances pose a problem
in wind-tunnel or flight test g, tuning weights can be u ed to
:"'" raise or lower the mode'_ frequency, as required.
- i I
The first torslonal natural is located at 4.5 rev.
frequency per
This mode is rigid-body blade pitching on the control _ystem
I stiffness. The second torsional frequency, which involves bladetorsional deformation, is much higher.
i 2. Load_..____s
Pa_t Bell studies of proprotor loads have shown that two flight
conditions impose the most severe blade loads. For oscillatory
I loads, the maximum level flight airspeed in helicopter mode isthe most severe; this is also true for conventional helicopters.
For design limit loads, the maximum results from a gust encounter
I in airplane mode. Several other flight conditions, includingmaneuvers in all modes were examined. In all cases the blade
loads were less severe than those of the two abovementioned
i flight conditions.
Blade loads were calculated using Bell's "Rotoreraft Maneuver
Program," Computer Program C-81. In C-81, a trim condition of
I the aircraft ts established by balancing the forces and momentsacting at the aircraft's cg. Rotor collective and cyclic pitch
and the aircraft fixed controls are adjusted to obtain the trim
I condition. Once trim is achieved the blade air loads areharmon cally analyzed and used, with the blade frequency re-
sponse, to ce.lculate the bending moments. They are presented
in h, rmonle iormat. If desired, a maneuver may be entered and
I loads calculated at specified time intervals during the maneuver.
At any time during the maneuver a discrete gust encounter may be
• (slmulateJ with the gust's shape and magnitude spec!lfied as
I required.
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I " 1 - -Figure VI-.3 shows the (-sleulnl:ed hlade oscll ntnly st:ross for
Vmax in helicopter mode, sea level, 140 knots TAN, 9500 pounds ...
i gross we_.gbt, 30-degree flaps, and 0-de_ree conversion an_l.e,The peak stress of 22,500 psi occurs _t 60 percent radius; the
allowabl.e design endurance stress for the 17-7PII, condOr:ion
'. TIII050, steel used for the Model 300 blades is 30,000 psi. The
i I principal frequency of the loads is l per rev with a small amount
of 2 per rev and 3 per rev. The pea_ stress [n the titanium
yoke/spindle is calculated to be 7400 psi; the endurance limlt
I is estimated to be 15,000 psi.
The limit blade stress resulting from a 50 foot-per-second
vertical gust encounter at VH, zn airplane mode, is shown
I in Figure VI-4. The are
limit stresses obtained by apply-
ing the 80-percent alleviation factor specified for the air-
craft gust iced factor determination. The (I- cosine) gust shape
I was also examined and produced the same magnitude of loads asthe sudden gust with an 80-percent alleviation factor. The com-
pressive buckling stress is also shown in Figure VI-4 as blade
I buckling is more marginal than a tensile failure. By conserv-atively assuming that the blade buckling strength is equivalent
to the initial buckling stress, it is seen from Figure VI-4 that
the blade can carry an ultimate load 1.5 times the limit loads
I the 260-knot eneo,mter. This condition _sresulting from
gust
also a crltical one for the hub. The critical stress occurs in
the titanium hub yoke, at the junction of the spindle and yoke
I ring. The calculated limit stress for this region is 89,000 psi.W th an allow ble ultimate bending st ess of 130,000 psi the
margin of safety is slightly negative.
I Control loads were also calculated. Several methods were used
to determine loads in the helicopter mode including sn empirical
method based on measured loads for a number of helicopter rotors.
I The results are tabulated below. The design pitch-link load wasconservatively established as 345 ± 345 pounds.
I :PABLE Vl-iMODEL 300 PITCH LINK LOADS
,
I Steady Oscillatory
Conditlon/Method
Vma x - helicopter mode
| Calculated 180 ib + 130 Ib
! Empirical i_ 175 ib
Model test ± 120 lb
Vm_ _ - ai_p_ane mode
Calculated - power on 163 ib
power off 332 1.b -
":.,,, , --.,
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i3. Blade l.l.apllng I o
Proprot:or fl.apping in airplane mode is summarized in Figure VI-5•i • Jl,lapp_ng Was calculated us ng several methods. For steady-state
maneuvers, the mast angle of attack and pitch rate were multi-
i plied times the respective flapping derivatives (_/@_ and _/@q).The gust response was calculated with Computer Program 0-81.
It should be pointed out that the Model 300's flapping sec1_itiv-
I ity to angle of attack in airplane mode is only about 40 pc,centthat of the XV-3. This is due to the higher tip speed (600 ,_ps
versus 356) in airplane mode• The rotor following time is also
I less since the Model 300 blade lock number is 3.76 compared to2.1 for the XV-3.
i Flapping in helicopter and conversion modes is always less thanthe 12 degrees allowed by the mechanical flapping steps.
B. Airframe Dynamic _
i. Natural Fre,quencies
Placement of the wing-pylon-fuselage natural frequencies has beenguid d by two considerations: first, resonance of th coupled
airframe nodes with proprotor i, 3, and 6 per rev must be avoided
•_ to have satisfactory vibration charac_:eristics; second, the
frequencies must be adequately separated to avoid aeroelastie
instability. For the Model 300 the wing beam and chord and the
fuselage bending stiffness resulting from strength requirements
I provide for satisfactory location of these fundamental modes.However, the wing torsional stiffness for strength requirement
resulted in a win_ torsion resonance at airplane mode rpm. The
wing torsional stzffness was increased by 60 percent to provide
I adequate separation from l-per-rev resonance. The resulting
frequency locations provide good vibration isolation and as a
result of the torsionally stiff wing, a high level of proprotor-
I pylon stability.
The symmetric and asymmetric airframe natural frequencies are
I shown in Figures VI-6 and VI-7 as a function of pylon conversionan$1e. The range of frequency of the symmetric modes with gross
weight is indicated by shadings; the higher frequency correspond-
i ing to minimum operating weight and the lower to the 12,400-poundmaximum gross weight. The asymmetric modes do not vary signif-
icantly with gross weight. The frequencies shows are for the
9500-pound design gross weight.
I Two resonance conditions are passed through during conversion.
The asymmetric wing chord mode is in l-per-rev resonance at
I partial conversion angles. This mode has relatively low• fusel ge response to hub shears. Also, the second wing beam
modes (symmetric and as_nmetric) are in resonance at 3 per rev
for certain fuel loadings and conversion angles• These modes
|
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hub shears, they are a_so damped by fuel sloshing under part:_al.
fuel loading conditions and by aerodynamic damping, The pylon
yaw natural frequency Is above .4 par rev..
A preliminary frequency analysis has a_so been made for theempennage. The cantilever frequencies for the fin and tail
plane are tabulated below: (The tall plane mass and inertia £n
i the fin calculation.) TABLE VI-2
EMPENNAGE NATURAL FREQUENCIES
I i lstf!nbending I
/ 1st fzn torszon [ 27.0 CpS
1
. The airframe natural frequencies were calculated using two
I analyses. Program A75D, a state-vector, crossed beam analysis
was used to determine the couoled fuselage-wing-pylon frequen-
cies. A75D includes coupling between beam and torsion deflec-
i tlons, and shear deformation and rotary inertia. It has beencorrelated with shake tests of the XV-3 convertiplane nd
several helicopters. The empennage frequencies were calculated
with Program DF1789, which uses the finite element method• Themass and stiffness distributions used in the airframe vibration
analysis are shown in Figures III-3 through III-6.
i 2. Vibration Levels
Estimated 3-per-rev vibration levels for helicoptez,, conversion,
I and airplane modes are shown for the pylon and crew station inFigure VI-8. For the helicopter and conversion modes the v_bra-
tion level was derived by using calculated hub shears from the
i blade load calculations and the airframe frequency response.The calculated 3-per-ray vertical response at the pylon and crew
station and airplane modes is shown in F_gures VI-9 and VI-IO
respectlvely.
I The airplane mode vibration level was estimated by using pylon
3-per-rev vibrations measured in the August wind-tunnel test of
i the Model 300 aeroelastic model. The pylon vibration is scaleddirectly from the measured data (the model is F oude scaled).
The crew station level was determined by multiplying the ratio
of the response level at the crew station to that of the pylon,
I times the measured acceleration.pylon
I 300-099-003 Vl-5
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I I. Proprotor
The high wing tor_Lonal stiffness, resulting from the require-
I ment for avoiding wing torsional resonance, provides a high levelof proprotor/pylon stability for the Model 300. Other factors
are the moderate value of pitch-flap coupling and the hub
restraint. A summary of the proprotoP stability is given in
I Figure VI-II.
At sea level the margin is over 170 percent of the 350-knot dive
I airspeed, V D, far in exeess of the 120 percent V D flutter-freerequir ment• Fo reference the airspeed above which the blade
tip helical Mach number exceeds 0.9 is shown. In the following
i paragraphs the analytical methods used to determine the Model300 proprotor stability boundary and the sensitivity to r tor rpm
and wing stiffness are discussed.
I Proprotor/pylon stability eharaeteristies were determined with
I BHC Computer Program DYN4. DYN4 is a linear, twenty-one degree-
_, of-freedom proprotor stability analysis. It is capable of deter-
oo.oo
I_ stability characteristics of tilt-proprotor aircraft. A tip-
path-plane representation is used for the proprotor dynamics and
i linear aerodynamic functions (eL, CD) are assumed.
Ribners' method (Reference 34) for propellers is used to correct
for compressibility effects. Rotor details such as pitch-axis
I preconing, underslinging, pitch-flap coupling and flappingrestraint are included. The first inplane blade mode is repre-
sented and control system flexibility may be simulated quasi-
I statically. Five coupled wing/pylon elastic modes are repre-en ed; wing beam, chord, torsion, pylon pitch and yaw. Th
six fuselage rigid body degrees of freedom are included which
i allows the symmetric and asymmetric free-free modes and theaircraft flight modes to be simulated. Input to DYN4 is in
terms of lumped parameters describing the dimensions, inertias,
stiffnessas, and klnematios of the aircraft being simulated.
I Standard aircraft stability derivatives are input to representthe airframe aerodynamics. Output of DYN4 is in terms of the
system eigenvalues and eigenvectors. DYN4 has been extensively
I correlated with small-scale model test stability data. Thecorrelation is good, even for complex aeromechanical types of
instability. An example of the degree of correlation is shown in
Figures VI-12 and Vl-13• The measured data in Figure Vl-12 are
I from a joint NASA-BeI_ test of the Model 266 aeroelasticproprotor
model, that of Figure VI-13 are from the August tests of the
Model 300 aeroelastic model. The Model 300 model is shown in
I Figure VI-14 in the semispsn configuration tested in August.FiguTe Vl-15 shows the full-span model as it will be mounted
in the NASA Langley [6-foot transonic dynamics wind tunnel next
i sprlng.
I 300-099-003 VI-6
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I Two o1:her programs are used to investigate areas where DYN4
lacks capability. These are Programs DYN3 and DYNS. Program
I DYN3 combines the proprotor representation of DYN4 with a wingflutter analysis. This permits the influence of the proprotor
on wing flutter characteristics to be determined, as well as
I to investigate the effect of wing aerodynamics on the proprotor/pylon stability. Bell studies of these effects have shown only
small mutual effects of flutter on proprotor/pyLon stability
and vice versa. DYN5 is a nonlinear ope_-form proprotor aero-
I elastic analysis. It uses strip theory and a tabular repre-
sentation of the blades aerodynamic functions (eL, CD, and Cm)
to account for stall and compressibility. Tables for different
I profiles may be used to account for variation in the blade sec-ti n from root to tiN. Oorrelation of DYN4 and DYN5 is shown
in Figure VI-16, and indicates only a small difference in the
stability boundary. DYN5 does indicate a slightly lower level
I of damping than DYN4.
Figures VI-17 and VI-18 show the root loci of the Model 300
I symmetric and asymmetric modes as a function of airspeed. Note
I that the symmetric wing chord mode becomes unstable first. In
.,,_ calculating these root loci the airframe structural damping was
• assumed to be zero. This is conservative since i to i-1/2 per-
cent of critical is inherent in the wing structure. The blade
lift curve slope was corrected for compressibility for airspeeds
i up to 350 knots and the 350-knot value used at the higher speeds.Thus, the stability boundary shown in Figure VI-II is represent-
tative of the stability margin at the 350 _not dive speed.
I The Model 300 proprotor stability is not sensltiv_ to rpm as
evident in Figure VI-19. Also, a very large loss of wing struc-
tural stiffness or pylon attachment stlffness can occur before
I instability would occur inside the flight envelope. This isal o shown in Figure VI-19. The principal dynamic problem that
would result from the rotor rpm exceeding the ±I0 percent rpm
i limit or from loss of structural stiffness would be a l-per-zevresonance which could be avoided by changing rotor rpm.
Blade motion stability for the Model 300 proprotor is assured
I by the selection of rotor parameters that provide stablecharacteristics. The first inplane frequency is above operating
speed which eliminates mechanical instability (ground resonance).
I The blade is mass balanced such that pitch-flap flutter orweaving will not occur. The blade effective center of gravit[
is at 24-percent chord with the effective aerodynamic center In
hover being at 26.1 percent. The 2-i/2 degrees of pitch axis
I preconing and a stiff control are used to pitch-system prevent
lag instability. Positive plteh-flap eouplit,g of 0.268 (_3 = -15 °)
is used to prevent flap-lag instability in airplane mode.
I 2. Flight Mode Stability
Stability characteristics in airplane mode were determined over
I a speed range from 150 knots to 350 knots and from sea level to
I 300 -099-003 VI 7
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20,(100 feet. The predicted stability characteristics are accept- _.
able in accordonce with MIL-F-8785(ASG).
I The fin and talkplane of the Model 300 have been sized conserv-
atively to over compensate for the destabilizing influence of the
i proprotors.
The flight-mode stability characteristics were calculated using
Computer Program DYNd. The equations of motion for the basic
I airframe (less rotors) are those suggested by Etkin in Reference35. The proprotor influence on the flight-mode stability is
accounted for directly by using DYNd. This permits the coupling
I effects from the proprotor-pylon-wing and flight modes to all betreated simultan ously.
I The stability derivatives for the basic airframe were obtainedfrom the wind-tunnel test of the Model 300 i/5th scale force and
moment model. Where necessary, estimates were made using the
methods suggested in NASA TN-1098. The derivatives were corrected
I for Math number effects using the Prantle-Glauret rule.
a. Longitudina ! Modes
The root loci of the short period mode, as a function of airspeed
and altitude, is shown in Figure VI-20. That of the basic air-
I frame, less rotors, is shown in Figure VI-21 for comparison.
Analysis of the phugoid mode was made using Etk_ns method as
shown in Reference 35, The frequency and damping are given by
!
_n = CLo and _= t CDo
I _# CL 0
The time to half, conservatively estimated by assuming the prop-
I forces to be is in tabular form below:
rotor zero, presented
TABLE VI-3
I PHUC,OID MODE CHARACTERISTICS
I
GW = 9500 ib Flaps up
I CG location 294 (aft) NASA standard dayRotor rpm = 458 Mast angle = 90 °
Speed Altitude Period Time to u/8
I (kt) (ft) .... (see) Half (Sec) Magn Phase (de_).150 Sea level 35.1 52.0 0.706 -94.2
250 Sea level 58.6 59.1 0.706 -96.2
I 350 Sea level 83.5 42.3 0.704 -I02.2
250 20000 58.4 100.6 0.706 -96.2
I 350 20000 81.8 79.2 0.708 -96.5& , ,
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Ib. Lateral-Directional Modes .
I The root loci of the Dutch roll mode, as a function of airspeed
and altitude is shown in Figure VI-22. That of the basic air-
frame, less rotors, is shown in Figure VI-23 for comparison.
I Note that at low airspeeds the damping is higher than that ofthe basic irframe. This is due to rotor thrust damping. At
higher speed the thrust damping is less than the negative damping
contribution of the proprotor side force and the Dutch roll damp-
I is lower than that of the basic airframe.ing
therefore
Mode shape and phase data for the Dutch roll at selected air-
I speeds and altitudes are presented below:
TABLE VI-4
I DUTCH ROLL MODE SHAPE AND PHASE
| Time to I
._ Speed Al£itude Period Half Magn Phase Magn Phase
i 9 (kt) (ft) (see) (See) (deg_ (de_)
-_ 150 Sea level 4.73 0 885 1.187 3.7 1 190 188.7
250 Sea level 2.58 0.741 1.475 9.0 1.449 198.2350 Sea level 1.66 0.655 1.820 14.4 1.740 204.9
I 250 20000 3.54 1.740 1.778 4.2 1.720 189.5
350 20000 2.32 1.680 1.190 7.2 2.070 1.94.9
I ,,, , ,,
_! i The times to half for the spiral and rolling modes are tabulated
:_ I below. For these modes the proprotor provides an increase in
.+_ stability.
I TABLE VI- 5
TIME TO HALF FOR ROLLING AND SPIRAL MODES
! --
Time to Half Amplitude
I Speed Altitude Spiral Mode Rolling Mode(ft) (sec) (see)
I 150 Sea level 5.96 0.7732 11 40 4
350 Sea level 147.00 0.363
I 250 20000 6.90 0.885
350 20000 10.95 0.695| ,
I 300-099-003 VI-9
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I Figure VI-I. Proprotor Collective ModeNatu al Frequen ies.
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VII. NOISE ,.
An analysis of the merits of any particular VTOL design must
include the conslderstlon of noise radiated into communities and
areas adjauent to VTOL sites. Close to such sites, the community
noise problem will probably be worse than that experienced at
our busiest airports today. Three factors tend to make the small
downtown or suburban heliport more of a community noise problem
than conventional airports: the relatively high power settings
necessary duning landing and takeoff, the small separation be-
tween the aircraft and exposed communities, and the low ambient
noise environments at many of these locations.
Although considerable amount of experimental data and prediction
methods exist for analyzing noise of fixed-wing aircraft and of
conventional helicopters, the complex noise eharacterlstics of
future VTOL aircraft cannot be fully described for many of the
less orthodox propulsive systems. However, sufficient informa-
tion exists to permit a reasonable estimate to be made based onil_ " noise characteristics of individual components of any given
: propulsive system, i.e., propellers, jet engines, rotors, etc.
i _.._ [ A measure of noise called the perceived noise level, which is
i_ expressed in units of PNdb, relates the measurements recorded
by acoustical instrumentation to the subjective impressions
people experience when they are exposed to sound. This measure
rates the annoyance or noisiness of complex sounds and is used
in this country and abroad for subjective-judgment studies of
traffic, industrial and aircraft noise. Perceived noise level
takes into account the distribution of sound energy over the
audible frequency range and gives a direct and simplified
measure of the subjective noisiness of different VTOL aircraft.
Perceived noise levels calculated for the Model 300 are compared
in Figure VII-I with estimated levels of VTOL aircraft proposed
for (60-passenger) short.-haul service and with measured levels
of present-day helicopters. These curves show that rotor-type
aircraft will be least noisy, while jet types will be the
noisiest. The noise of the Model 300 will be 20 PNdb Less than
that for tilt-wing VTOL and 40 PNdb less than that for jet-lift
aircraft. The Mode]. 300 will also be quieter than conventional
helicopters because it will not require a tail rotor, whose
sound contributes £o a helicnpter's perceived noise. The
maximum perceived noise level of the Model 300 in helicopter
mode will be 93 PNdb at a distance of 300 feet.
Figure VII-1 also shows the range of perceived noise levels for
heavy industrial areas. At _ distance of I000 feet, the noise
of a hovering Model 300 will be no greater than that generated
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in heavy industrial areas. In addition, the Model 300 will be "
quieter when in airplane mode because the proprotor_s tip speeds
are substantially reduced. Cruising at an altitude of i000 feet
the noise of the Model 300 will be approximately 65 PNdb, a
level comparable to ambients measured in commercial areas with
light traffic. The Model 300 will not be loud enough to be
heard in busier areas.
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Vlll RECOMMENDED PROOF-OF-CONCEPT PROGRAM
A. Objective and Purpose
The purpose of the tilt-preprotor proof-of-concept a_rcraft
program is to extend and evaluate technology for this prom_s_ng
concept and to determine its suitability for future development
and service. The ultimata objective is to enable Industry,
militany and civil planners to proceed in a straightforward
manner to develop operational aircraft and VTOL transportation
systems.
The technical results from the program will establish that the
concept is technically feasible and that technology is adequate
for the successful development of operational aircraft. In
addition to flight research to obtain technical data, tests will
be conducted to evaluate economic feasibility, battlefield
acceptability and social acceptance for a variety of civil and
military missions. Measured performance on simulated missions
_ / will establish economic feasibility for the concept and will
__. provide basic data to establish the cost effectiveness of this
type of aircraft in a VTOL transportation system. Measurement
--' of environmental effects on the aircraft and the alrcraft's
safety, noise and other characteristics will determine its
acceptance to society and its ability to operate successfully
in differing military roles and battlefield conditions.
B. [rogram Plan
The recommended program plan for the tilt-proprotor aircraft
proof of concept is presented and discussed in the following
-, paragraphs. This plan is based on the s0ccessful complet{on
of the NASA tilt-proprotor.technology program and assumes that
_ the resulting technology will be available for the design of
the proof-of-concept aircraft. It is also assumed that the
_ proof-of-concept the same or very similar toaircraft would be
mm the deslgn presented in this report.
This same plan would be applicable for a folding proprotor air-
craft. The design study for a folding proprotor proof-of-concept
aircraft is in progress at BHC under a separate NASA contract,
NAS 2-5461. The basis of that study is to utilize the Model
300 tilt-proprotor aircraft airframe with modiflcations as
required to install the stop-fold provisions and the cruise
propulsion system. Because these concepts are closely related,
" these programs could be combined. This is discussed _n more
detail under program schedule.
The program for the tilt-proprotor can logically be divided intothree distinctive elements of work and/or phases. These are:
!
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- Phase I - Design and Fabrication of Aircraft ""
I Phase II - Flightworthiness Tests
Phase III - Proof-of-Concept Fllgbt Resesrch
The tasks to be covered in each phase are outlined below.
I i. Phase I - Design and Fabrication
a. Design
I The aircraft design approach will utilize the latest available
technology ih terms of the concept, materials, design, systems,
engines, etc. However, items not fully developed or proven
_:_. _ will be avoided as it is not the purpose here to develop sup-l
porting technologies. For instance, the development of engines
or new material applications is not intended. The design will
I representative of the state of the art. Close weight control
will be maintained in the design stages so that the resulting
i empty weight to gross weight ratio of the proof-of-concept air-
craft will be indicative of useful load ratios for future
operational .aircraft. The aircraft design criteria will be
• selected to permit the aircraft to explore safely the extremes
I of the aircraftts performance envelope. In addition, design
maneuver and dive conditions should permit thorough flight test-
ing to investigate the technical problem areas of the concept.
I b. Fabrication
Fabrication of the aircraft, test items, and spares will be done
prototype or soft type tooling except for components suchwith
as blades and transmissions where hard tooling will be required
to maintain quality, Quantities of components to be manufac-
I tured will be established to _atiefy the test requirements ofPhase II and III and to provide adequate spares to support these
programs.
i 2. Phase II - Fllghtworthlness Tests
a. Component Qualification Tests
Critical components which are not off the shelf and have been
designed or repackaged for the proof-of-concept aircraft will
undergo tests to qualify them for flight research. This will
include functional tests, proof tests, load-cycllng tests, liTe
tests, etc. for such components as conversion, flap and control
phasing actuators, hydraulic boost cylinders and ejection seat
installation. Drive system bench tests will include engineering
development testlng.as well as green running of the components
for the flightworthlness and fllght-test articles.
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b. .Fatigue_.Tests _
A mznlmum amount of fatigue testing will be conducted on critical
blade, hub and proprotor control components to establish a safe
i llfe for at.least 200 hours of fllght testing. Typically, fourspecim_-ns will be tested of each component. Two will be tested
prior to flight based on estimated loads and the remaining two
after loads have been measured in exploratory flight test.
I Fatigue failures will be used to establish S-N curves and a safe
test llfe. .
I c. Propulsion System Tests
_. Development and enduran?e testing will be accomplished in a
! • ground test rlg to @ual_fy the prnpulsion and related.systems
i_ I for flight. This will Include the proprotors, the drive system
i. with interconnect, powerplant installations, ?onversion actua-
tors, and the associated h[draullc and meehanlcal control systems _ _
I for the proprotors and.englnes. .This type of testing can.bed ne with a flight rtlcle, but is sometlmes done on an "iron
bird". A combination of flight article and iron bird is recom-
'_' • mended for th_s program. All components and systems will be
_q I designed and fabricated as flightworthy systems and installed in
a flightworthy wing. The complete package of wing and systems
will comprise a flightworthiness test article. The test article
will be supported in a test stand which will permit operatingthe proprotors in propeller mode as well as in helicopter mode.
After completing functional and operational checks of all systems,
a 150-hour qualific lion run will be made. This will consist ofrunning at spec ed c mbinations of pow r, rpm, ma;t angle and
control setting. Some of the time will be with only one engine
operative to qualify the interconnect drive system.
d. Full-Scale_Wind-Tunnel Tests
I Wind-tunnel tests will be conducted in the NASA-Ames Full-Scale
Wind Tunnel to identify deficient areas and establish a safe
flight envelope (within the speed range of the tunnel) thereby
permitting a more rapid and safe flight test program in the
helicopter, conversion and low airplane speed ranges. Rather
than use the flight-test article, it is ;ecommended that the
flightworthiness test article be used for these tunnel tests.
The same remote control and instrumentation systems used for the
flightworthiness ground tests would be used in the tunnel tests.
The hard points installed on the wing could be designed so that
they would also serve to mount the test article in the tunnel.
The flightworthlness article is shown in Figure VIII-I as it
would appear mounted in the 40-by-B0-foot wind tunnel.
Tunnel tests wlll be conducted to determi_le that the steady and
oscillatory proprotor and control system loads are within design
limits. Aircraft forces and moments and control positions will
be recorded aud analyzed to determi(Je if the aircraft's flight
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characteristics are safe and that the conversion control phaslngr r.
I relationships designed into the control system are correct.Boundaries of the conversion corridor will be explored and
established by testing at various combinations of wing angle of
i attack, conversion angle and power. Wing buffet the rotor-bladestall and oscillatory loads will be used to establish limitations
and boundaries for safe conversion.
I e. Aircraft Ground Tests
The flight aircraft will be thoroughly checked to determine
I proper functioning and operation of its electrical, hydraulicand mechani al systems.. The contr l system will be rigged and
proof loaded. A ground vibration frequency survey will be
i conducted to determine the frequency location of the major air-frame modes. If any frequencies are found to be significantly
different from predictions, stability analyses will be redone to
evaluate these differences and to determine if any corrective
action is necessary.1
The aircraft will be run on tledown to further check all systems
i and to check the dynamic components. Before releasing the air-| craft for flight, a minimum of fifteen hours of running time will
be accomplished. This will include running at various combina-
i tions of conversion angle, control position and power settings.
f. Exploratory Fli_ht Test
N Exploratory flight tests will be conducted in a cautious mannerand will be guided by the results of the wind-tunnel test pro-
grams. Conversion would not be attempted prior to conversion
N tests in the tunnel. Expansion of the flight envelope beyondthe wind-tunnel envelope will be done in a bu_id-up manner by
extrapolating load and stability data to the next speed increment
prior to flight at that speed. Analysis of telemetered data will
I also be used to monitor each Inflight shakers on theflight.
aircraft and appropriate controls will be utilized to determine
damping of the proprotor, pylon, wing and empennage modes of
I vibration. Sufficient powerplant measurements will be taken toverify proper engine operation.
I A preliminary flight loads survey will be conducted to permitcompletion of the fatigue test of the dynamic components and
establishment of a safe component llfe for the fllght-research
program.
I A safe nominal flight envelope in terms of altitude, gross weight,
speed and load factor will be established. As necessary, adjust-
U me nts or modifications will be made to the aircraft such thatthis envelope will be sufficiently large to demons rate the
performance and general characteristics of the aircraft. Upon
• completion of the exploratory fllght-test program, the aircraft
! proprotors and transmission will be disassembled and inspected.
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Parts will be replaced as requ__red and the aircraft reassembled _
and readied__for proof-of-concept flight research.
3. Phase III- Proof-of-Concept Flight Research
I The test program is directed at establishing proof of concept
in three areas; technical proof of concept, economic proof of
concept, and social proof of concept. Dividing the test program
I into phases would not be required, but the effort will logicallyproceed with the emphasis being placed on the technical areas
early in the program with emphasis switching later to tests
directed at establishing economic feasibility and environ-mental acceptability. The following paragraphs briefly
discuss the type of testing that is anticipated in the three
proof-of-concept areas .......
a. Technical Proof of Concept
I The aircraft's performance, flight characteristics and problem =areas will be investigated and evaluated to determine if
technology is in hand for the successful development of an
I operational aircraft with desirable technical characteristics.Engineering flight tests will be conducted to document he
aircraft's flight-handling characteristics, proprotor and air-
frame dynamic stability, airframe and proprotor loads and
I performance, flight envelope as by
aircraft The defined the
exploratory fllght-test program will be expanded to define
fully the aircraft's capability and limitations.
Evaluation of proprotor-pylon wing dynamic stabilit_ and the
effects of compressibility on proprotor performance will be
extended to the vicinity of 400 knots by using maximum power
I and diving the aircraft.
b. Ecqnomic Proof of Conce_t
I Specific data will be recorded to establish mission effective-
ness and economic feasibility. This would include data on
I payload/lift capability, single engine performance, hover fuelconsumption, r nge and endurance. Select d ission profiles
will be flown to demonstrate the capability of the aircraft to
t perform various civil and military missions. The fllght-test
! data along with operational analysis inputs will be used to
determine economic feasibility of the concept.
I Environmental [roof of Concept
C.
The desirability of using tilt-proprotor aircraft for particular
I civil and military missions will be established. The aircraftw ll be operated in and from various environm nts to determine
environmental effects on the aircraft and the aircrafts effects
on its surroundings. Engine failure and other emergency
I situations will be simulated. These will
tests provide data i
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external noise levels, and the effects of downwash and recir-
culation on engine ingestion, vlsabillty and dust signatures.
Approach and landing procedures will be evaluated for operation
from airports and heliports as well as undeveloped areas to
provide data for the development of navigational systems and
to determine real estate requirements for future VTOL ports and
to permit definition of slow-speed maneuver requirements for
I military aircraft.
The proof-of-concept program results will define the capabilities
I and characteristics of the tilt-proprotor aircraft and will enablerealistic VTOL operational specifications nd requirements to be
prepared. Civil, military,, and industry planners will then be
i able to move swiftly to develop the needed operational aircraftand VTOL transportation systems.
C. Program Sqhedule1
A suggested schedule for the tilt-proprotor aircraft proof-of-
,L; concept program is shown on Figure Vlll-2. The current
| NASA tilt-proprotor technology program is shown as the first
"_' | item on the schedule. It is assumed that the next step, the
design and fabrication of the aircraft and test articles, wouldcomme ce on comple zc 25-foot propro or full-scale
I w/nd-tunnel which scheduled for the first half oftests are
CY 1970 in the technology program.
J This schedule shows the flightworthlness test article completeat the en of 1971 and the flight r earch aircraft roll out in
the second quarter of CY 1972. Exploratory flight test would
j commence while the fllghtworthiness test article was in thefull-scale tunnel. The flight program would be paced by the
progress in the tunnel. The first in-flight conversion should
occur in the third quarter of 1972 which would permit the
I proof-of-concept flight research to start early in
program
C7_1_9/_.
I The same program plan and type of schedule would also be appro-priate for a folding propro or proof-of-concept aircraft program.
The schedule would be essentially the same with events in the
I folding-proprotor aircraft program occurring twelve months laterthan the schedule shown for the tilt-proprotor program. The
phasing of the two programs could be arranged to permit the
tilt-proprotor fl_ghtworthiness test article to be modified for
I fllghtworthiness and wlnd-tunnel te_ts of the foldlng-proprotorcomponents.
I An alternate program plan and schedule is shown on Figure VIII-3This pla combines the tilt-proprotor and t e foldlng-proprotor
programs into one proprotor proof-of-concept program. This
should ma_e the overall program more economical than the twoseparate programs and permit the proof-of-concept flight
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research to be conducted simultaneously with the two research "
I aircraft. Since the single fllghtworth_ness article must nowbe c pable of testing both types f proprotor systems without
a long delay for modifications, the alternate schedule shovs
the design and fabrication of the fllghtworthiness article as
I the first step with the design and fabrication of the ships
following. This phasln K should permit the first eonve=slon to
occur at the end of CY 1972 and the first stop-fold to follow
I hree months later. Proof-of-concept fliKht research wouldstart in the middle of CY 1973.
I
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